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Ethos of the Rhodes Trust

Though 120 years old, we’re also a new kind of organisation

By finding brilliant people from around the world

Giving them wonderful opportunities to learn and act together

And supporting them as they form lifelong communities

Not a corporation, but a co-operation of independent programmes

Acting in a global spirit of optimism

To forge brighter futures

A fellowship of fellowships

The Rhodes Trust

Warden’s Welcome

As we approach our 120th Anniversary celebrations in June, it is an opportune moment to pause and reflect on all the ways the Rhodes Scholarships have evolved and grown. On page 10 we look back to the 1903 cohort of Scholars, an experimental class who, when they arrived, met a muddy and bedraggled Oxford Secretary (later Warden) who had just returned from a round of golf. Rhodes House would not be built for another 26 years, and journeys to get to Oxford were long and arduous.

Today’s Scholars no longer have to take Responsions, these examinations having been abolished in 1960. However, the journey to Oxford can still be daunting. Scholars-Elect face an ever-more rigorous Oxford admissions process, complex visa issues, and (like their predecessors) the challenging British climate. But each new Scholar is now met on arrival at their college by an upper-year Scholar, and the entire first-year cohort gathers for a warm welcome to Rhodes House on our annual Welcome Day. Of course, the community of Scholars is also significantly larger and more geographically diverse than it was 120 years ago. In fact, it would have been completely unrecognisable to those few who appeared on these shores in 1903.

The Class of 2023 will be welcomed later this year to a transformed and expanded Rhodes House. In this issue, we celebrate our Scholar community in an infographic on page 20 charting some of the big ideas Rhodes Scholars have had, and invite you to nominate additional Scholars to be included in the online version.

In this issue, we celebrate our Scholar community in an infographic on page 20 charting some of the big ideas Rhodes Scholars have had, and invite you to nominate additional Scholars to be included in the online version.

As always, the report also features the names of our wonderful donors and legacy society members. As I see smiling Scholar faces in Rhodes House and across Oxford, I know their transformative experiences are made possible by the generosity of so many Rhodes Alumni and friends. Thank you for your support! I look forward to meeting with many of you in June at the 120th anniversary celebrations.

Best wishes,
Dr Elizabeth Kiss,
Warden of Rhodes House and CEO of the Rhodes Trust
120 Years of the Rhodes Scholarship

Over the past 120 years, the Rhodes Scholarships have expanded their reach across the globe. The world may change, but our mission remains the same: to bring together and develop exceptional people who are impatient with the way things are and have the courage to act.
A Rhodes Scholar Year

This last year has seen a welcome return to in-person gatherings, giving Scholars the chance to exchange views, reflect on their mission and learn from one another as well as from Alumni. Our support offering for Scholars has broadened still further, with an ongoing emphasis on inclusion and wellbeing as part of the Scholar journey.

FROM DOYIN ATEWOLOGUN, DEAN OF THE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS, AND MARY EATON, REGISTRAR AND DIRECTOR OF SCHOLAR AFFAIRS

In the summer of 2021, we were easing into learning to live with the pandemic and Rhodes Scholars in Residence socialised and met in mostly virtual, or outdoor events. As restrictions on indoor gatherings began to be lifted, Scholars gathered in small groups for in-person Warden’s Dinners at Rhodes House. As in 2020, the Going Down Dinner for 2021 was a virtual celebration, this time supported by four small group in-person Going Down drinks & canapés celebrations at St Cross and Harris Manchester.

Over the summer, we strengthened the Scholar programming team with the appointment of a Scholar Programme Manager J. Daniel Luther, a Teaching Fellow in Gender, Film and Media at the LSE, and with experience of Higher Education across three Rhodes constituencies (India, Singapore and the US), joined the Trust to take on a pivotal role in further enhancing the programming experience for Scholars in Residence. Daniel works closely with the Rhodes Scholar Programme Facilitators (upper-year Scholars who support the Rhodes House team) to co-create and support the delivery of our social and Character, Service and Leadership programmes. Daniel has also taken a lead role in the development of policies and procedures to manage events, Scholar-led group activities and international trips in an inclusive, accessible and consistent way.

For the academic year 2021/2022, 267 Scholars were engaged in full-time study across five years (47% in research degrees, 53% on taught courses, 3% studying for 2nd BAS). The spread across academic divisions follows a similar pattern as in previous years. For research degrees: 5% Humanities; 33% Social Sciences; 26% Medical Sciences; and 36% in Mathematical, Physical & Life Sciences. For taught Master’s programmes: 17% in Humanities; 66% in Social Sciences; 10% in Medical Sciences; and 4% in Mathematical, Physical & Life Sciences. A further 3% took full-time courses under the auspices of the Department for Continuing Education, which crosses academic divisions. We are proud to report that, of the 88 results received to date, 59 have been Distinctions or Merits.

In Michaelmas Term 2021, the very popular and informal social Meet and Mingles were re-instated in Rhodes House, accommodating a smaller number of up to 50 scholars, in line with updated COVID-safety guidelines for entering the House. We also launched a new ‘Applications Workshop’ organised with the assistance of the Scholar Programme Facilitators, to support Scholar applications for second courses, with panellists of faculty from across the University joining other Scholars to offer advice and tips on the process for selecting a second Masters and what to consider when pursuing a DPhil. We were also thrilled that Maureen Freed (Utah & New College 1984) agreed to take on the part-time role of Mental Health and Wellbeing Advisor, further strengthening our mental health provision for Scholars. Maureen has had a longstanding, informal relationship with the Trust in her previous role as Deputy Director of the Oxford University Counselling Service.

In Michaelmas Term 2021 we continued our Character, Service and Leadership Programme (CSLP) retreats for the Scholar-organised evening social activities.

Other Scholar programming in Hilary included more in-person Meet and Mingles, a lunch with the Vice-Chancellor, and a new Warden’s Book Club discussing works written by Rhodes Alumni. The Scholar Affairs team also began working with the Warden and in consultation with Scholar Programme Facilitators to articulate policies on how the Trust supports and oversees Scholar groups, trips and events and to establish norms for distinguishing work by Scholars in Residence that is compensated versus that which is done on a volunteer basis as a service to their peers and the Trust.

In the summer of 2022 we were again creative with how we support large group events for Scholars, working around the temporary restricted access to Rhodes House and the absence of outdoor space as a result of the Big Build. As the weather has improved, we have made use of a range of venues across Oxford to host single or multiple cohort events through the spring and into Trinity term. Events included a bluebell walk, two ‘Pub takeovers’, a Summer Barbeque and a nature walk at Wood House hosted by Trustee Glen James and his wife Amanda.

As promised to Scholars in Residence in 2020, we have been delighted to host a Going Down Dinner for Scholars from previous years who have not yet had the chance to celebrate their Going Down in person. In June, we held two Going Down Dinners, one for the Class of 2020 at The Randolph Hotel, Oxford, and one for the Classes of 2018 and 2019 at the Ashmolean Museum.
1903 was the very first year of the Rhodes Scholarships. Although relatively few records from this year have survived in the Rhodes Trust Archive, we can still get a general impression of what this experimental year was like from the small number of sources that remain.

Cecil Rhodes had died in March 1902, and his Trustees first met in May 1902. It was therefore going to be quite a big task for them to set up the scholarship scheme that he had requested in his will ready for the start of term in October 1903.

For many of the constituencies specified in the will, there was just not enough time. Scholarships from Australia, Bermuda, Canada, Jamaica, Newfoundland, New Zealand and the US did not commence until 1904. However, the Trustees, through their Organising Secretary George Parkin, did manage to get 12 Scholars to Oxford for 1903: two from Rhodesia, one from Natal, four from the South African schools named in the will and five from Germany.

Natal was the only constituency to have a selection committee, of sorts, that was ready to select for the first year, consisting of the Minister of Education, the Chief Justice and the Governor General. Rhodesia’s Scholars were selected by the country’s Director of Education. The South African schools used a system of examination, votes by fellow-students and assessment by the headmaster that was specified in Rhodes’ will. Also in accordance with the will, the German Scholars were selected by the Kaiser, via his Education Ministry, which meant they were largely drawn from aristocratic backgrounds.

The Trust’s Oxford Secretary (later the first Warden), Francis Wylie, described the arrival of some of the first German Scholars. The “three immaculate young Germans, complete with top hats, frock coats and patent-leather boots” arrived unexpectedly when Wylie was muddy and bedraggled from playing golf. Rhodes House would not be built for another 26 years and Wylie was still living at his college, Brasenose. Despite their “faint air of surprise” at his appearance, Wylie took them off for tea.

Once at Oxford, unless exempt, most of the Scholars had to pass Responsions, the University of Oxford’s entrance examination, before they could start their courses. The first cohort seems to have settled down relatively quickly, with the Trust’s Joint Secretary Charles Boyd reporting in November 1903 that “they seem to have already fitted into the life of Oxford and to be happy here”. There were, however, some concerns about the German Scholars’ English language skills, as well as about the South African Scholars’ academic abilities: Wylie writes that the Scholars in the first year of the programme, while “nice fellows, and not wanting in general intelligence”, “need hardly be taken as types of what South Africa can, in near future, send”.

Academic matters aside, the Scholars in the first cohort seem to have entered into a full range of sporting activities. Wylie notes in his 1904 report that the Scholars had “participated in all the usual activities” and had been “very active in cricket.”

A Rhodes Scholar Year in 1903

---

1 The First Fifty Years Of The Rhodes Trust And The Rhodes Scholarships 1903-1953, G.E. Elton, 1956, pp. 78-79
3 Boyd to Brodie, 21.11.03, in RT/2009.
4 Wylie to Parkin 09.02.04, in RT/2009.
activities available in Oxford at the time. Outlook magazine reports in December 1903 that the German Scholars “sample all the possibilities of Oxford according to their individual tastes. Naturally the river has claimed many recruits. One or two are adapting themselves even more completely to the new atmosphere and studying the intricacies of Rugby football or golf.”

The early German Scholars were apparently unimpressed by the relatively regimented nature of Edwardian student life at Oxford – such as having to get up and go to bed at certain times, compulsory attendance at Chapel and bans on dining out or going to pubs. In a Daily Mail report from December 1903, too, anonymous South African Scholars bemoan “the labyrinth of formalities” that have to be observed, as well as a problem that may or may not be familiar to today’s Rhodes Scholars: the “many counter-attractations to study”. However, the same Scholars conclude: “We wouldn’t have missed the experience for anything”.

The wider University, too, seems to have seen the first year of the Scholarships as largely a success, the Pall Mall Gazette noting “that little is heard about them is, perhaps, the best evidence that the Rhodes scholarships and the Rhodes scholars have taken their proper place in the life of the University of Oxford. Those who feared that Alma Mater would be converted into a kind of backwoods, relieved here and there by a German beer-house and a duelling party, have been agreeably surprised.”

The pamphlet of questions produced on behalf of the German Kaiser for Oxford colleges to answer in 1903, relating to admission of German Scholars to colleges...
The Transformation of Rhodes House

Since the last time of writing, the focus of the Big Build project has been very much on construction, working in close harmony with our contractor Beard Construction. Mat Davies takes us through the latest developments.

Beard were selected to deliver the building works back in 2020, after a comprehensive tender which included a number of much larger contractors. What attracted us to Beard was their close fit with the Trust; they were formed in the 1890s, not long before our formation, and remain family-owned. They have stayed local with 70% of their work annually delivered within the city of Oxford. For each element of our complex design, they were able to show us first-rate examples, where the fine craftsmanship was clear for all to see.

In my discussions with the Rhodes Scholars I meet, past and present, it is clear how important the building is to so many, and it was critical to us when selecting our builder that they too understood the unique character of the building.

Our basement works are progressing very well, with all the concrete and drainage works completed. The relandscaping of the gardens above will begin over the coming three months, ready for the 2023 spring growth period.
Internally the works are now largely complete, with the services and systems all renewed and the historic fabric gently restored. One of the most satisfying comments heard recently came from a visitor who asked ‘What on earth have you been doing for the past 18 months other than polishing the timber panelling?!’ In reality, the panelling has all been carefully removed, the labyrinth of new services has been woven through the structure, and the panelling reinstated like the world’s most complicated flat-pack!

We have also been cleaning and repairing the fabric of the building externally. Beneath the years of soot and grime, the condition was found to be extremely good, and testament to the quality of the materials and the workmanship of the original construction.

The construction sector has, like many others, been experiencing turmoil since the pandemic and the UK’s departure from the EU. We have continued to work really closely with Beard Construction to navigate with ever increasing agility around the challenges of material and labour supply. This close and symbiotic partnership has put us in a really strong position, with works still due to complete in spring 2023.
Planning the New Gardens

Our buildings are not the only things that are being transformed! The work to redevelop, restore and revitalise Rhodes House also brings exciting opportunities for fresh landscaping and planting. Here, Head Gardener Neil Wigfield reveals how new plans will complement the building and link together the spaces that surround it.

One of the shortfalls of being a gardener may be our inability to completely properly ‘live in the moment’. While we may spend months and even years planning the minute intricacies of a planting scheme, it is often the case that we then completely fail to notice when it comes to fruition as we are constantly projecting our thoughts into the future. In our mind’s eye, the plant which we catch sight of in someone else’s garden today becomes the cutting that in three years’ time will grow to fulfil all our expectations (or not!).

So, to anyone peering through the hoardings around Rhodes House today, while the sight of the former gardens appearing as a construction site may at first glance seem quite shocking, in the mind’s eye of the gardener, it is the blank canvas upon which many months of planning are being projected.

We are working with Bradley-Hole Schoenaich Landscape Designers to construct a series of new garden areas, each with its own distinct palette of planting which will complement the space, while thematically linking the garden as a whole. Planters around the new glass pavilion will contain a mix of soft grasses and flowering perennials in gentle hues to create year-round structure and interest.

The borders surrounding the House will contain a selection of scented flowering shrubs and mixed planting to create an upper canopy, middle layer and under-storey, enhanced by waves of seasonally flowering bulbs. The planting of the new Giant’s Grave area will consist of sun-loving varieties, bright pops of colour interwoven with textural grasses which provide movement and evolving seasonal interest.

The area of the Warden’s Garden is to be transformed with a landscape of naturalistic planting, reflecting the way that wild flowers grow but using plants that thrive in a garden setting. Plants have been selected which display strong structural forms yet still move in the breeze, with glossy mounds of evergreen shrubs and clusters of star-like flowers to emulate their wildflower cousins. This will be complemented by areas of true Wildflower Meadow, comprising a seed mixture specifically formulated for the conditions of the garden, with the emphasis on attracting pollinators and providing diverse wildlife habitats. The importance of native tree species has been recognised with the very first plantings into the new East Garden, of three Field Maple Acer campestris. Bat and bird boxes, and the adoption of peat-free growing mediums will also contribute to the holistic approach to the garden’s design.

When the dust finally settles on the construction project, the new garden will grow and evolve, maturing to complement the architecture and provide a welcoming environment to those who visit. There is much to be excited about.

A series of new garden areas, each with its own distinct palette
Changing The World For 120 Years

For 120 years, the work of Rhodes Scholars has been contributing to positive change in the world. From neuroscientists to politicians, journalists to medical researchers, the impact of Rhodes Scholars has been felt across a wide range of disciplines.

Our new infographic highlights a small selection of some of the powerful ideas and initiatives that Rhodes Scholars have introduced or advanced through their work. Abridged versions of three of these profiles are featured here; to view them all, visit www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/impact-ideas

NEUROSURGERY
Wilder Penfield (New Jersey & Merton 1914) was a pioneering neurosurgeon. He is best known for his work on brain mapping and the development of the Montreal Procedure, which allowed for the identification and treatment of specific areas of the brain responsible for functions such as movement and sensation.

Image: United States National Library of Medicine - Public Domain

LGBTQ RIGHTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Edwin Cameron (South Africa-at-Large & Keble 1976) is a South African judge and human rights advocate. He is known for his work in the fight against HIV/AIDS, raising awareness of the disease and advocating for the rights of those living with it. He is a vocal advocate for LGBTQ rights and has been involved in landmark cases that have expanded protections for this community.

Image: Andrew Addison - Edwin Cameron, CC BY-SA 3.0

GREEN NEW DEAL
Rhianna Gunn-Wright (Illinois & St John’s 2013) is a policy advisor and environmental justice advocate, leading the Roosevelt Institute’s research at the intersection of climate policy, public investment, racial equity, and public power. She co-authored the Green New Deal Resolution to US Congress, which calls for a comprehensive, ambitious and sustainable approach to address climate change, and the development of community-based solutions.

Image: Uphill Media - CC BY 3.0

How Rhodes Scholars have changed the world
A small of powerful ideas that Rhodes Scholars have helped to advance

- Humanities
- Science
- Medicine
- Society
- Election Year

1903
2023
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Large & Keble 1976) is a South African
judge and human rights advocate. He
is known for his work in the fight
against HIV/AIDS, raising awareness
of the disease and advocating for the
rights of those living with it. He is a vocal
advocate for LGBTQ rights and has been
involved in landmark cases that have expanded
protections for this community.
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GREEN NEW DEAL
Rhianna Gunn-Wright (Illinois & St John’s 2013) is a policy advisor and environmental justice advocate, leading the Roosevelt Institute’s research at the intersection of climate policy, public investment, racial equity, and public power. She co-authored the Green New Deal Resolution to US Congress, which calls for a comprehensive, ambitious and sustainable approach to address climate change, and the development of community-based solutions.

Image: Uphill Media - CC BY 3.0

20 21

To qualify for inclusion, nominees’ contributions should be publicly acknowledged, e.g. a Wikipedia page or an alternative, independent source describing the Scholar’s contributions.

Please send nominations to connect@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk

Second Century Annual Report
Selection and Outreach

For the 2022 Rhodes Scholarships (selected in 2021), we received submissions from applicants with over 90 different nationalities and the map below shows how widespread those are!

After applications closed in all constituencies, the total number of submitted applications saw a decrease of 6% compared to the previous year. Submitted applications increased in six constituencies, decreased in 16 and remained the same in two. We believe COVID-19 has had a substantial impact in some constituencies and an analysis of this will feed into our outreach planning for 2022.

With Selection completed, we redeveloped the Trust’s website to provide a clearer outline of the applicant journey as well as offering signposted guidance for advisors, referees and institutions. This includes an eligibility checker tool for candidates which has halved the number of ineligible applications started on the application portal (Embark).

This year the Trust introduced a question to the application form which allowed candidates to request interview adjustments. Whilst this was initially intended to ensure a smoother, more affirmative process for candidates with conditions/difficulties/impairments or disabilities, we broadened this to include other inclusive adjustments, such as prayer/quiet rooms, lactation spaces and gender-neutral bathrooms. Importantly, these interview support requests are not accessed until committees have shortlisted down to the candidates who have reached the stage of selection where they will be interviewed, either via Zoom or in person.

This year also saw key changes to the Personal Statement, re-focusing on the Rhodes Scholar qualities drawn from our selection criteria. This led us to introduce three new prompt-questions for the statement, whilst still allowing candidates a free-text box of 750 words. An evolution rather than a revolution, the prompt-questions aim to rebalance away from a singular focus on the ‘heroic self’ by asking applicants to speak in the three voices of ‘self/others/world’. We have also shortened the Academic Statement of Study to 350 words to reduce overlap with the Personal Statement and have provided clearer guidance to applicants on what should be covered.

THE RHODES AMBASSADORS PROGRAMME

The Rhodes Ambassadors Programme continues to go from strength to strength, and our Outreach Ambassadors remain at the heart of our outreach strategy.

“I became an ambassador because I hoped to interact with young people who are curious and eager for further educational opportunities. I hope to share my experience of the Rhodes years before they are ready to send in applications, and that includes sharing with those in their final year of study too. I think my role has impact – I’ve seen it touch people whenever I mention that I’m a Rhodes Scholar, and they deem it possible for them too. My favourite moments have been when our conversations grow personal and they curiously ask what my experience post-undergrad has been like.”

Ruth Nyabuto (Kenya & Linacre 2018)
“As the first Rhodes Scholar to be selected from my constituency, I’ve been a Rhodes Outreach Ambassador since before my arrival in Oxford. I discovered how rewarding the outreach activities are, and how core they are to the values of the Trust. Interacting with other young people in my country, watching them discover new opportunities, and being a source of inspiration and encouragement to them, has been both humbling and incredibly fulfilling. The emphasis the Trust places on having Scholars from the constituency itself to be Ambassadors demonstrates the understanding that cultural context differs vastly from one constituency to another, and that local Scholars will be more attuned to the best ways to reach and engage with the young people in their community.”

Majd Abdulghani
(Saudi Arabia & Balliol 2019)

“I am both privileged and extremely fortunate to have had the chance to pursue a DPhil in Politics at Oxford on the Scholarship – and firmly believe that it should be each and every individual’s right to share a basic, fighting chance to have the same. No one should ever feel put off by their own circumstances, perceived inadequacies, or, indeed, the lack of awareness concerning the Scholarships. I joined the outreach programme because I wanted to dispel misconceptions. I wanted to make it very clear that no matter who you are, where you’re from, and what backgrounds you possess, so long as you’re someone who is keen to serve and change the world, who believes in a greater and higher good that you can unlock, you should go for it.”

Brian Wong
(Hong Kong & Balliol 2020)
We also held our first Forum post-pandemic in May 2022, on Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, and Palestine, to celebrate the historic partnership between the Trust and the Saïd Foundation. This was the first hybrid Forum put together by the Trust, allowing attendees from all over the world and, importantly, from the aforementioned regions themselves, to join us. We had over 140 delegates join us both online and in person at the Saïd Business School in Oxford where we explored the past, present, and future of the regions whilst providing a space to explore pressing issues, encourage political debate, and look towards solutions. By addressing diverse topics pertinent to the region—under the broad themes of culture, economy, and governance—this conference demonstrated that the regions are far from static, and that their fates are not foreclosed.

In April and May 2022, we ran a series of Alumni Townhalls to provide the community with updates on our strategy, finances, and legal structure. These well-attended sessions of over 200 Alumni were led by Warden Elizabeth Kiss.

June also saw former Porters Bob and Dawn Wyllie able to resume their world-wide tour which had been delayed in 2020 due to the pandemic. Bob and Dawn had a wonderful time visiting the East Coast of America and Canada, reconnecting with about a hundred Scholars along the way at informal one-to-one meetings, dinners, small group gatherings, and larger formal receptions. The fourth edition of the Welcome Home Weekend, aimed at Alumni who have recently gone down, also took place in June at the Aspen Institute in Washington DC. In future years we hope to expand this event worldwide to include all recent graduates.

We also held our first Forum post-pandemic in May 2022, on Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, and Palestine, to celebrate the historic partnership between the Trust and the Saïd Foundation. This was the first hybrid Forum put together by the Trust, allowing attendees from all over the world and, importantly, from the aforementioned regions themselves, to join us. We had over 140 delegates join us both online and in person at the Saïd Business School in Oxford where we explored the past, present, and future of the regions whilst providing a space to explore pressing issues, encourage political debate, and look towards solutions. By addressing diverse topics pertinent to the region—under the broad themes of culture, economy, and governance—this conference demonstrated that the regions are far from static, and that their fates are not foreclosed.

In April and May 2022, we ran a series of Alumni Townhalls to provide the community with updates on our strategy, finances, and legal structure. These well-attended sessions of over 200 Alumni were led by Warden Elizabeth Kiss.

The end of June brought the launch of our Technology and Society Initiative, with two virtual Communications in Science workshops. These workshops focused on how communication via both screen and page could allow academics and researchers to better share their work with the outside world. Around 20 Scholars in Residence and Alumni participated in the sessions, stating that they found the sessions very useful and would recommend them to others.

Alongside conversations on Climate Change with Dan Esty (Massachusetts & Balliol 1981), and discussions with Leana Wen (Missouri & Merton 2007) on public health and LGBTQ+ community consultation sessions, we have ramped up our arts and humanities programming. In March 2022, we launched the Scholars’ Library series. This monthly book talk series allows Rhodes Alumni to come together to present, discover, and debate their literary works with those within the Scholar community and beyond. Between March and June, over 80 attendees joined us, ranging from Scholars Elect, Scholars in Residence, Alumni and Fellows from across the partnerships, as well as members of the general public.

Events at Rhodes House

Programming at the Trust has been busier than ever over the last year. After a period of planning and re-strategising, we are offering a huge variety of opportunities under the Lifelong Fellowship umbrella so that Scholars can be involved in the community at every stage of their lives. This means we can continue to develop into a community of impact, delivering a tailored experience that is truly cross-generational and cross-disciplinary and ensuring that the Rhodes community and Scholarships are sustainable for generations to come. Our 80% Alumni engagement goal is even closer, with approximately 1,627 Alumni engaging with us between July 2020 to June 2022 by attending an event, volunteering or giving a financial donation.
The Power of the Unlikeminded

We have created a new online forum – Unlikeminded, a blog by Scholars, Fellows and Friends – to showcase the tremendous work of people across our communities and demonstrate that when like-hearted people come together in a shared spirit, amazing things happen.

Our blog www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/unlikeminded is a showcase for the amazing new thinking, research and innovation emerging from all the communities associated with the Rhodes Trust. Building on our longstanding pages highlighting the work of Rhodes Scholars in Residence and Alumni, we wanted to create a place where Scholars, Mandela Rhodes Scholars, Atlantic Fellows, Schmidt Science Fellows, Rise winners and friends of our communities could share their thinking for the benefit of each other and the wider world.

We have made Unlikeminded a place where we can post articles, video and podcasts, representing the huge variety of work that goes on at Rhodes House and around the world. Launching the blog, Warden Elizabeth Kiss writes about the power of unlikeminded leadership in our increasingly fractured world, drawing on her speech to the Rhodes community in Singapore earlier this year. Evie O’Brien, Director of the Atlantic Institute, reflects on the powerful experience of bringing the community of Atlantic Fellows together for the first time since the pandemic hit.

We highlight our collaboration series of videos, showing the power of Scholars working together to tackle some of the world’s pressing issues, from the pandemic to climate change. We will feature many exciting projects undertaken by the current generation of Scholars working in Oxford today, and the output of our growing programme of events and conferences, bringing together Scholars and other leading experts in their fields.

All of us at Rhodes House would be delighted to receive contributions and suggestions for our evolving site, which we hope will showcase the impact our community is making in the world.

Feel free to be in touch at communications@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk
Digital Roads to Rhodes

Our social channels continue to grow, reaching increasing numbers of people keen to learn about, celebrate and discuss the global impact of the Rhodes community and our partnership programmes. Our following across all channels has increased by 23% overall, and on LinkedIn by 85%.

Social media is key to making the Rhodes Scholarships and our partnership programmes better known and more accessible to people around the world, communicating the breadth and depth of our impact, and cementing our reputation as one of the world’s leading scholarships.
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Thank You to All of Our Volunteers and Supporters

We are so grateful for the many ways in which our Scholars and supporters help us at the Trust, and the time and energy which they offer us. We would not be able to achieve what we are able to achieve without our supportive community and would like to take this opportunity to say a huge ‘Thank you’ to everyone who has supported us over the last year.

ALUMNI SCHOLAR VOLUNTEER IN THE SPOTLIGHT: DR BHASKAR BHUSHAN (INDIA & EXETER 2010)

What did you volunteer for and what was your role? From 2018 to 2022, I have served as a moderator of the first- and second-year Character, Service and Leadership Programme (CSLP) retreats, as well as serving as a Selector for the Global Rhodes Scholarship.

Why did you choose to volunteer? My DPhil years at Oxford were difficult ones. In addition to living away from my home country for the first time, I also struggled to deal with workplace bullying, occasional racism, an unsupportive supervisor, and imposter syndrome. The greatest pastoral resource I found was within the Rhodes community, including not only my peers, but also upper-year Scholars, the Rhodes House staff, the Wardens, and especially Mary Eaton! Part of my motivation in volunteering for the Scholars’ retreats was to give back. I wanted to help guide the younger Scholars’ experience at Oxford in any way I could, sharing perspectives (not only my own, but of my peers and upper-year Scholars), stories, and resources. I wanted to communicate to them that the Rhodes Trust is a great source of pastoral support, and generally to share information learned through my own journey at the University that I wish I had known when I was starting out.

What did you most enjoy about volunteering? I have consistently been amazed by the Scholars in Residence that I meet at the CSLP retreats. It has been a privilege to learn about their work, their ideals, and their goals, and assist them in reflecting and starting to synthesise their own ‘way to lead’, and what a ‘good life’ may look like for them. I always leave the CSLP events full of energy and brimming with ideas, with the Scholars’ enthusiasm having rubbed off on me.

What would you say to other Scholars who may be thinking of volunteering? I believe that volunteering for programmes such as the CSLP is an excellent way for you to share your experiences and strategies in navigating not only your studies, but your careers and personal lives, with Scholars who may themselves either be struggling in these areas or may simply be too busy with academic work to find the time to think about life outside of the University. These Scholars are brimming with potential, ideas, and excitement about their work, issues close to them, and ways that they want to fight the world’s fight, and you’ll be doing yourself a disservice by turning down the opportunity to spend a weekend with them. I promise that you will find yourself learning from them as much as they learn from you and the CSLP readings.

Over 1,200 supporters have given their time to the Trust and its partner organisations over the last two years.

SJLP FORUM

The Said Rhodes Forum on Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine (SJLP) celebrates the historic partnership between the Said Foundation and the Rhodes Trust. In 2022, the forum took place on 21 May in Oxford and virtually. The Forum explored the Past, Present and Future of the region, and aimed to provide a space to explore the pressing issues and encourage critical debate, while being forward looking and solution-oriented.

The Forum could not have taken place without the dedication and efforts of key volunteers who worked to ensure it was as successful as possible.

“Having lived in the Middle East for more almost 15 years with Citibank, it was an absolute pleasure to have been invited to be part of the Advisory Group on the Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine (SJLP) Forum. I chose to volunteer as I think SJLP countries have not been deeply discussed from all different angles and I particularly wanted to bring out the economic angle in the Forum in a bid to change perceptions about these culturally rich countries who also have skilled human power. The Forum organisers did an absolutely fantastic job to take all advice and create a theme based on the Past, Present and Future of the region whilst remaining unbiased and culturally sensitive. They dug deep on the speakers and I personally felt quite that the Forum lived up to its expectations in bringing out discussion items that can sometimes be highly contested. Such dialogues in an open forum can lead to positive changes for the future. The team should continue having more such events.”

Vikesh H. Gadlia
(member of the Advisory Group for the Forum)

“"Our region is experiencing unprecedented socio-economic and political issues. I believe that such events represent a key step to work out these cross-cutting issues. Given the importance of novelty and creativity in addressing today’s problems, I view the SJLP Forum as one of the most important problem-solving tools for that matter. It fostered free expression of ideas and called for reflective thinking and all participants helped each other put critical questions at the core of the status quo in the region. Thus, it helped stimulate solutions and portray future imaginaries for a better tomorrow.”

Forum attendee
Heads of Alumni Associations

Thank you to all of our Alumni who volunteer to be part of Alumni Associations, helping to keep the Rhodes community connected.

America
Janice Ugaki (Idaho & St Antony’s 1993)
Nnenna Lynch (New York & St John’s 1993)

Australia
Chloe Flutter (New South Wales & Hertford 1999)

Canada
Kai Alderson (Ontario & Wadhams 1993)

Germany
Andreas Poensgen (Germany & University 1983)

Jamaica and Commonwealth Caribbean
Alisha Wade (Commonwealth Caribbean & Trinity 2000)

Kenya
Victoria Miyandazi (Kenya & University 2013)

New Zealand
Duncan McGillivray (New Zealand & St John’s 2000)

South Africa
Lisa Klei (South Africa-at-Large & St Antony’s 1994)

Zimbabwe
Tairo Makadzange (Zimbabwe & Balliol 1999)

Israel
Lilan Najari (Israel & St Antony’s 2018)

If you would like to find out more about the Alumni Associations, visit our website at www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/scholars-volunteers/alumni-associations/

National Secretaries at the Rhodes Trust

The integrity and pre-eminence of the Rhodes Scholarship depends on the dedication and leadership of our National Secretaries. We would like to express our gratitude to all of our National Secretaries around the globe for their efforts, and particularly give special thanks to the National Secretaries who stepped down in 2022:

Peter Goldson (Jamaica & St John’s 1985) served for nearly 25 years as National Secretary for Jamaica and the Commonwealth Caribbean. Appointed by Sir Anthony Kenny in 1997, he has worked with seven Wardens, overseeing the selection of 59 Scholars. Peter is a greatly respected figure in Jamaica and across the Commonwealth Caribbean. His role as National Secretary presented unique challenges: the constituency of JCC (subsequently established as two constituencies from 2022) spans 10 independent island nations, with Peter administering and serving on two Selection Committees. It is testament to his commitment and his generosity with both his time and experience that Peter has performed this role with such success for so many years.

Liliane Chamas (Québec & St John’s 2009) was the inaugural National Secretary for Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine (SJLP), serving for five years in the role and overseeing the election of the first 13 SJLP Scholars since the constituency was established in 2016, through the generosity of the Saïd Foundation. She has approached the significant challenge of establishing a new Scholarship, whilst contending with the unique sensitivities and complexities of this region, with extraordinary passion, diligence and tact. In outreach efforts, Liliane has established an impressive foundation in one of the more challenging constituencies, which will underpin future efforts and have a lasting effect on SJLP.

National Secretaries during Selection of the Class of 2022

Australia
Peter Kanowski (Australia-at-Large & St John’s 1983)

Bermuda
Christie Hunter-Arscott (Bermuda & Lincoln 2007)

Canada
Richard Pan (Ontario & Balliol 1998)

China
Mark Jia (New Jersey & Merton 2011)

Commonwealth Caribbean
Bertha Pilgrim (Commonwealth Caribbean & Balliol 1995)

East Africa
Samson Kirode (Uganda & Green 1998)

Germany
Nils Derrmann (Germany & Christ Church 1996)

Global
Terence Tehranian (Hawaii & Magdalen 1983)

Hong Kong
Sandra Fan (Hong Kong & St Catherine’s 1986)

India
Nandan Kamath (India & Balliol 2000)

Israel
Doron Weber (Rhode Island & Exeter 1978)

Jamaica
Mariame McIntosh Robinson (Jamaica & Hertford 1998)

Kenya
Geoffrey Otieno (Kenya & Lincoln 2007)

Commonwealth Caribbean
Bertha Pilgrim (Commonwealth Caribbean & Balliol 1995)

Malaysia
Datuk Shahril Ridza Ridzuan (Malaysia & Christ Church 1992)

Sri Lanka
Babar Sattar (Pakistan & Balliol 1999)

Singapore
Andrew Gee (Singapore & Keble 1987)

Southern Africa, including BLMNS
Ndumiso Ludhul (KwaZulu Natal & St Peter’s 2000)

Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine (SJLP)
Farah Shamout (United Arab Emirates & Balliol 2016)

United Arab Emirates
Robert Buckley (New Brunswick & Worcester 1971)

United States
Elliott Gerson (Connecticut & Magdalen 1974)

West Africa
Ike Chioke (Nigeria & Wadhams 1989)

Zambia
Namukale Chintu (Zambia & Exeter 2005)

Zimbabwe
Dalumuzi Mhlanga (Zimbabwe & St Antony’s 2013)

Second Century Annual Report
Fundraising Update

The major gift fundraising activities at the Rhodes Trust aim to improve the world by investing in more exceptional and deserving students from all over the globe so that they can pursue graduate studies as Rhodes Scholars at Oxford University. We support them with programmes to collaborate, to learn from each other, to share ideas and to engage in a lifelong learning experience. We also raise funds to provide them with an exceptional physical space (Rhodes House) in a global centre for learning (Oxford) to pursue their leadership journeys for impact.

Since 2018, the Rhodes Trust has secured in a total of £20 million in endowment for the support of new Scholarships in China, East and West Africa and in Saudi Arabia. In the financial year 2023 we will continue to focus our fundraising efforts to offer the Rhodes Scholarships to talented students in constituencies which are currently underrepresented, with a focus on Africa, India, and Pakistan. In particular, and in line with our commitment to the region, our goal is to be able to offer a total of 32 Scholarships to students from Africa, up from the 18 currently offered. We also want to establish the Scholarships in regions around the world where they are not currently offered, including countries in Asia-Pacific, Latin America and the Middle East.

In the last year, we secured important gifts that will contribute to the improvement and parity of Scholars in Residence while they pursue their studies at Oxford. These donations fund the Character, Service and Leadership Programme that all Rhodes Scholars participate in. They also ensure that more Rhodes Scholars have financial support for their fourth year of studies when pursuing DPhil degrees, alongside enhancing other programming aspects, including lectures, collaboration grants and study and research trips.

In the financial year 2023 we will continue to focus our fundraising efforts to offer the Rhodes Scholarships to talented students in constituencies which are currently underrepresented.

Rodolfo Lara Torres, Director of Global Engagement, at rodolfo.lara@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk
Scholars Fund: Annual Giving

Each year Scholar Alumni and other supporters come together as an essential circle of support for the Rhodes Scholarships, supporting Scholars in Oxford and investing across the Rhodes Scholarship. In 2021-22, annual giving contributed over £1 million of unrestricted income to the Scholarships budget, a very significant element of our annual costs. We can’t do it without you!

Annual gifts are channelled to our annual fund, known as the Scholars Fund, to support the Scholarship experience and Scholars individually. Broadly speaking, the endowment covers tuition fees and stipends. However, because the endowment is intended to last in perpetuity only a small percentage of its value can be used each year.

How annual gifts are used

Gifts to the Scholars Fund are used across the Rhodes Scholarships to benefit all Scholars. Here are three priority areas where support is needed each year:

**RISING SCHOLAR COSTS**
Scholar costs have risen dramatically in recent years, with significant increases in visa fees, rent, and other costs associated with living and studying in Oxford. Annual giving ensures that the Trust not only keeps up with these increases but is also able to provide more individualised support as needed.

To give two examples. First, the NHS health surcharge for international students in the UK has tripled since it was introduced in 2015 and now costs up to £700 per Scholar per year. Gifts to the Scholars Fund have allowed the Trust to absorb this substantial cost rather than pass it on to Scholars. Second, Alumni will remember that rents charged by colleges vary enormously. A new College Accommodation Costs Scheme, designed with Scholar involvement and funded by Alumni via the Scholars Fund, provides a rental subsidy in the first year of the Scholarship to alleviate the extra financial stress on Scholars placed in colleges with high-cost accommodation.

**SCHOLAR EXPERIENCE**
The Scholars Fund is invested in the Character, Service and Leadership Programme, which brings all first- and second-year Scholars in Residence together as cohorts for retreats to inspire reflection on how to build a purposeful life. Individual Scholars also benefit in the form of targeted funding, for example, to support essential fieldwork for MPhil and DPhil projects, or to help meet expenses for travel to academic conferences.

**WELLBEING**
Gifts to the Scholars Fund also allow the Trust to invest in the wellbeing of Scholars. Demand for mental health care has grown significantly and donor funds have made it possible for us to offer access to private counselling. Wellbeing funds have also been used to provide assistance for travel home in cases of family bereavement and other emergencies, and with medical costs not met through the NHS.

In June a pilot first-gift match inspired gifts from over 30 Scholar Alumni. Donors were predominantly younger Alumni and spanned the geographic diversity of the Scholarship including Zimbabwe, Zambia, USA, UAE, South Africa, Nigeria, New Zealand, Malaysia, Kenya, India, Germany, Commonwealth Caribbean, Canada and Australia. Our thanks to the five longstanding Alumni donors who came together to provide the match.

Our thanks to everyone involved in the Association of German Rhodes Scholars because, for the third year in a row, Scholar Alumni living in Germany scored the highest participation rate of all Alumni communities by country of residence. Participation includes gifts of any size regardless of amount. 26% of Scholar Alumni living in Germany made a gift to the Trust last year.

Huge thanks go to the Class of 1976 which responded to a generous challenge match and raised the most of any Class for the Scholars Fund in 2021/22, a staggering £300,000. The Class will be recognised in a plaque in a residential room in Rhodes House. The Class of 1967 once again had the highest annual participation rate at 49% of the global class, closely followed by the Class of 1974. The Class of 1974 also responded to a generous challenge match made in memory of dear friend and classmate, David Fowler (Kentucky & St John’s).

We thank all our Class Leaders for their support in engaging their Classes on the importance of annual giving to support the Scholarships.

Thank you!

Use the QR-code below to see a video thank-you from Khansa Maria (Pakistan & Harris Manchester 2021)
Finance and Investment Report

For the year ended 30 June 2022

BACKGROUND

In the past ten years, the core activity of the Rhodes Trust has been transformed by the addition of 20 new jurisdiction Scholarships and by partnerships with the Atlantic Institute (2016), Schmidt Science Fellows (2017) and, most recently, Rise (2019). The Trustees are committed to delivering the objective of 125 Scholarships by the 125th anniversary of the Trust in 2028. Over the same ten-year period, the Rhodes Trust’s invested assets have grown from £122 million to £401 million, an increase of 328%. An additional £80 million is held on behalf of the Atlantic Institute in a separately managed portfolio, and the net asset value of the Rhodes Trust is £520 million at 30 June 2022.

The growth of the endowment over this ten-year period reflects and supports the overall growth in the complexity and geographic spread of the Trust, and the commensurate growth in headcount and space required to service the Trust’s core operations and those of our partnerships.

GOVERNANCE

In addition to the oversight of the Trustee Board, three committees are directly involved in the management of the Trust’s resources:

- Finance & Investment Committee (budget setting and invested asset management);
- Audit & Risk Committee (risk review and the annual external audit); and
- Remuneration Committee (staff salaries and benefits).

At every Board meeting, the Trustees monitor a schedule of key performance indicators across all aspects of the Trust’s operations. The Trust prepares statutory accounts under the UK Charity SORP (FRS102), which are subject to annual external audit and filed with the UK Charities Commission.

SCHOLAR COSTS, ENDOWMENT AND CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

The Trust spent £21.4 million on the Rhodes Scholarships in the year ended 30 June 2022, excluding fully recovered expenditure of £12.7 million incurred on behalf of our partners the Atlantic Institute, Schmidt Science Fellows and Rise.

Rhodes-Scholarship-specific expenditure was funded primarily by the allocation of investment returns to income under the spending rule of £19 million and £1.2 million from the Scholars Fund. The balance is funded by other charitable income. Approximately 70% of expenses related to Scholar costs. Figure 1 gives a detailed breakdown of Trust expenses aggregated on a per Scholar basis.

There were a maximum of 269 funded Scholars in Residence in Oxford in the academic year 2021/22. The Trust awarded 103 Scholarships for the 2021/22 cohort. After fully allocating all expenses, the Trust spent approximately £70k per Scholar in the year ended 30 June 2022 (see Figure 1), in line with the budgeted figure. Additional COVID-19-related financial support was partly funded from a provision set aside at 30 June 2020, with the balance of £320k met from operating expenses. Figure 2 shows the expenditure budget for the year 2022/23.
STAFF COST MANAGEMENT

As the Trust has grown, we have been careful to manage staff growth in line with the Rhodes Trust’s activities.

Figure 3 shows the increase in overall staff numbers, with Rhodes Trust staff costs (i.e. those that are directly funded by our invested assets) increasing in line with Rhodes Trust income.

ENDOWMENT STATUS

The Pooled Endowment Investment Portfolio is overseen by the Rhodes Trust Finance and Investment Committee (the Committee) which is comprised of Trustees and additional members with investment expertise.

As of 30 June 2022, pooled investment assets supporting the Scholarships were valued at £401 million, which represents a decrease of £14 million from 30 June 2021. This movement reflects the addition of £12.4m of donations invested during the year, £21m of funds withdrawn under the spending rule to support expenditure, and a net loss of £5m of realised and unrealised losses on investments.

While full accounting transparency is maintained, the three charities (The Cecil Rhodes Scholarship Fund, The Rhodes Trust Public Purposes Fund, and The Rhodes Trust Horizon Fund) operate as a group. Consolidated accounts are prepared for the UK charities and the overseas subsidiaries of the Trust. On 6 April 2022 The Rhodes Trust New Scholarship Fund was newly constituted to formally segregate new jurisdiction Scholarship funds from funds held on behalf of the partnerships.

As of 30 June 2022, 76% of the Trust’s Scholarship endowment assets were managed by Oxford University Endowment Management (OUEm) in a globally diversified, strategic asset allocation-based portfolio. A Rhodes Trustee is currently a member of the Investment Committee of OUEm.

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

OUEm’s performance for the year ended 30 June 2022 was 0.3%. This reflected the second order impacts of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, continued pandemic lockdowns in China, and rising geopolitical tensions, contributing to energy price shocks, supply chain issues and persistent rising inflation. Longer term, OUEm has succeeded in returning the target of CPI + 5%. Figure 4 outlines OUEm performance over time.
Figure 5 shows the Trust’s combined asset allocation, liquidity and other exposures.

The policy of the Trust continues to be to fully fund all new Scholarships, apart from the core Scholarships. The Trust will need continued support from donors and benefactors to deliver future development. Thanks to the generosity of our donors, the annual giving target of £1m per annum was met, allowing us, in particular, to support increased expenditure on Scholar welfare.

Thank you for your continued support.

Peter Stamos
(California & Worcester 1981)
Chair of the Finance and Investment Committee

Peter Anderson
Chief Financial Officer and Chief Operating Officer

1 November 2022
A longer version of this report can be viewed at www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/media/47098/financereport22.pdf
Oxford Next Horizons

Oxford Next Horizons is an exciting new programme inviting people with career experience in every field to come to Oxford to think, explore and reinvent.

The programme, a partnership between the Rhodes Trust and Harris Manchester College in Oxford, is the first of its kind in Europe, designed to allow people time in Oxford to think about the impact they want to make in the world.

The six-month programme, led by Dr Elizabeth Kiss, Warden of Rhodes House, and Professor Jane Shaw, Principal of Harris Manchester College, is aimed at people with successful, established careers who are at a significant turning point in their lives and interested in figuring out what comes next. The programme, drawing on feedback from Rhodes Alumni, will give participants a mix of world-class expertise, debate and discussion, and support for individual projects.

We will welcome the first cohort of Next Horizon Fellows to Oxford in January 2024 for a programme over two terms. The programme is a key part of our ambition to provide opportunities for Scholars to enjoy a lifelong fellowship, connecting and reconnecting with the Rhodes community and joining programming that brings together Scholars and leading thinkers from across the world.

Oxford Next Horizons will give people the chance to engage with some of the world’s biggest challenges and build community with a cohort of peers, alongside Rhodes Scholars in Residence and the community of students at Harris Manchester College, the Oxford college dedicated to taking students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, aged 21 or over.

Seminars and talks will include sessions with some of Oxford University’s most distinguished experts, including: Sir John Hood, former Vice-Chancellor of the University; Professor Dapo Akande, Professor of Public International Law at the Blavatnik School of Government; Professor Sir John Bell, Regius Professor of Medicine; Professor Cameron Hepburn, Professor of Environmental Economics at the Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment; David Isaac, former chair of the UK’s Equality and Human Rights Commission; award-winning biographer Professor Dame Hermione Lee; Dr Janina Ramirez, historian and television presenter; Baroness Royall, former Leader of the House of Lords; Alan Rusbridger, former Editor of the Guardian; and Professor Sir John Vickers, Professor of Economics.

Generous funding from donors will provide a number of bursaries to help us create a cohort of people with diverse backgrounds and experience, ensuring that Oxford Next Horizons is a truly fulfilling and inclusive experience.

To learn more visit www.nexthorizons.hmc.ox.ac.uk

It’s never too late to think how to make a difference in the rest of your life
The Atlantic Institute

The Atlantic Institute seeks to build a catalytic lifelong community of leaders who connect, learn and act to address the underlying causes of inequity. Currently there are 644 Atlantic Fellows in 70 countries collaborating across diverse contexts for greater impact.

A GLOBAL NETWORK PUSHING FOR EQUITY

The Institute provides Atlantic Fellows with support to help them shift narratives, influence policy and implement new solutions. A recent survey by the Institute found that 85% of Fellows were satisfied with the support offered by the Institute and that this enabled at least three quarters of them to make connections to further their work.

The survey also showed that the Institute's work has increased the understanding of the root causes of inequity for nearly 80% of Fellow respondents. Nearly 70% of Fellows said the Institute had enhanced the impact of their work for equity. Almost 80% of Fellows say they have either challenged existing narratives or introduced new ones. Over 60% of the Fellows surveyed have also increased access to services for underserved communities.

The Institute has awarded Collective Impact Fund grants to 60 Atlantic Fellows to enable them to collaborate to broaden the impact of their work. One example is the collaboration between Fellows Alex Kornhuber, a photographer and researcher of neurodegenerative diseases, and another photographer, Johnny Miller, as together they documented on camera some of the remote mountain communities in Peru. They focused on the ageing process to raise awareness of dementia and other neurological conditions, as in Peru symptoms of Alzheimer’s are often dismissed as part of ageing. Understanding ageing and brain health are important components of health equity, particularly in regions where neurodegenerative diseases often go undiagnosed.

In response to the challenges of COVID-19, Atlantic Fellows Jonatan Konfino and Silvia Kochen developed a new system to help hospitals in Buenos Aires pinpoint quickly the availability of beds and oxygen in the area to give patients the best chance of survival. They developed an automated, integrated epidemiological information system, with geographical tools and statistical resources that allow hospitals across the local health system to work more efficiently and with greater coordination.

Atlantic Fellows share a common goal to promote fairer, healthier, more inclusive societies, and they are making progress.

Almost 80% of Fellows say they have either challenged existing narratives or introduced new ones

Atlantic Fellow Johnny Miller working on location in Lima, Peru. (image: Alex Kornhuber, Global Atlantic Fellow)

Atlantic Fellows Jonatan Konfino and Silvia Kochen (image: Pablo Goldberg)
Five Years of Schmidt Science Fellows

This year, Schmidt Science Fellows announced its fifth cohort and is celebrating five years of impact. In April 2018, Eric and Wendy Schmidt announced the selection of the first Schmidt Science Fellows at an event in New York City, just six months after the plan to launch the Program had been made public. The inaugural cohort of 14 Fellows were the original pathfinders for a Fellowship that is proud to be a community now 113 trailblazers strong across 5 cohorts of Fellows and representing 30 nationalities.

Our Fellows are already reporting real impact in science, business, and society. Fellows have published almost 150 publications on Program-funded science, secured US$35m in external research funding, and been involved in the raising of a total of US$165m of venture capital for their start-up companies. Advice to policymakers from Fellows has influenced public health responses in eight different countries and at five multinational agencies, including the WHO, impacting the lives of tens of millions of people.

Schmidt Science Fellows supports Fellows to develop into interdisciplinary science leaders through our Global Meeting Series training program, with mentoring from experienced interdisciplinary scientists, and by building a lifelong Fellowship community. Through the past year, the impact of COVID-19 continued to disrupt the in-person provision of large-scale convenings and led the Program to innovate in new ways to deliver training and develop community.

The bespoke Fellows Hub was launched in March 2022, providing a single digital home for the Fellowship, including communication and collaboration tools, a Fellows directory, events listings, and 24/7/365 access to Program resources. Regional retreats were used for the first time to bring together groups of 2020 Fellows, the cohort most impacted by COVID-19 during their Fellowship, in a safe manner that worked with prevailing international travel restrictions.

These retreats were held on the west and east coasts of the USA and in the UK. Later in the year, when COVID-19 restrictions began to ease, the Fellowship was pleased to bring together a significant proportion of the full Fellowship community in June 2022 for both the announcement of the latest cohort and a Global Meeting for 2021 Fellows, hosted by MIT and the Broad Institute.

The 2021 cohort were the first to go through their Fellowship Year in ‘Learning Teams’. This innovation put Fellows into small groups within their cohorts, providing a focused environment to foster bonds between individuals and support the learning experience.

Engagement with and support from the global Rhodes community remains a central and much valued principle for the Schmidt Science Fellows. Rhodes Scholars continue to contribute their expertise and insights as reviewers and selectors, helping identify the best candidates to join the Fellowship each year. Rhodes Scholars have also contributed to the Fellowship by hosting Fellows in their labs, with Emma Brunskill (Washington & Magdalen 2001) and Daniel Fletcher (Texas & New College 1994) taking on this role in recent years. Sam Greene (Wisconsin and Magdalen 2014) was announced as a 2022 Fellow and joins four previous Rhodes Scholars in the Schmidt Science Fellows community.
The Mandela Rhodes Foundation

The past year has been a fruitful one with much to celebrate. The Class of 2022 includes our first scholars from Somalia and South Sudan and there are now 585 Mandela Rhodes Scholars from 32 African countries. In the past year we have deepened our core work in the programme, broadened our horizons by participating in global conversations about leadership development, and broken new ground with the Āänit Prize, bringing to life Nelson Mandela’s vision for entrepreneurship in Africa.

FOUNDATION NEWS
A major highlight was participating in the Global Fellowships Forum. In May 2022 the leadership team travelled to New York to share best practice with top global organisations who do similar work. We also visited friends of the Foundation, building relationships with our supporters in the US.

NEW PRIZE & PHD SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. In October 2021, Esethu Cenga (South Africa & UCT, 2016) was chosen as the first-ever winner of the Āänit Prize, receiving $80 000 for her textile recycling start-up Rewoven.

In May 2022 we announced the winners of the Shaun Johnson Memorial Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa.

In August 2021 the MRF participated in a seminar hosted by Nelson Mandela University on naming cultures. Alongside the Nelson Mandela Foundation we explored how the Mandela name is embedded into our ideals and practices. We also joined an international summit on the Sustainable Development Goals in Africa hosted by UCT, focussing on the importance of creating equitable partnerships for development. Finally, the COP 26 gathering sparked conversation and action: alumni weighed in with thought leadership contributions on our Young African blog and, in partnership with the Sustainability Institute, we co-hosted a screening of Climate Emergency Interactive.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
After navigating a difficult pandemic year with great resilience, the 2021 first-year cohort eventually gathered in person in November for their final workshop, focused on entrepreneurship. The second-year programme flourished in 2021. A partnership with UN Women Africa encouraged scholars to apply their leadership skills to pressing social problems, yielding impressive ideas for interventions addressing social protection, youth unemployment and gender inequality.

Early this year, the Class of 2022 enjoyed an inspiring leadership workshop and they continue to meet in their pods to build relationships and reflect together on their work.

Second-year scholars from the Class of 2020 after presenting their project on protecting vulnerable workers in the informal sector. Top: Gamuchirai Madzehe (Zimbabwe & NMU 2020), Tshimiphana Shingange (South Africa & UFS 2020) Bottom: Mary Kigabi (South Africa & UJ 2020), Sarah Weirich (South Africa & WITS 2020), Elliot Jaudz (South Africa & RU 2020)

The MRF partook in the Global Fellowships Forum. In May 2022 the leadership team travelled to New York to share best practice with top global organisations who do similar work. We also visited friends of the Foundation, building relationships with our supporters in the US.

The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. In October 2021, Esethu Cenga (South Africa & UCT, 2016) was chosen as the first-ever winner of the Āänit Prize, receiving $80 000 for her textile recycling start-up Rewoven.

In May 2022 we announced the winners of the Shaun Johnson Memorial Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa.

In August 2021 the MRF participated in a seminar hosted by Nelson Mandela University on naming cultures. Alongside the Nelson Mandela Foundation we explored how the Mandela name is embedded into our ideals and practices. We also joined an international summit on the Sustainable Development Goals in Africa hosted by UCT, focussing on the importance of creating equitable partnerships for development. Finally, the COP 26 gathering sparked conversation and action: alumni weighed in with thought leadership contributions on our Young African blog and, in partnership with the Sustainability Institute, we co-hosted a screening of Climate Emergency Interactive.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
After navigating a difficult pandemic year with great resilience, the 2021 first-year cohort eventually gathered in person in November for their final workshop, focused on entrepreneurship. The second-year programme flourished in 2021. A partnership with UN Women Africa encouraged scholars to apply their leadership skills to pressing social problems, yielding impressive ideas for interventions addressing social protection, youth unemployment and gender inequality.

Early this year, the Class of 2022 enjoyed an inspiring leadership workshop and they continue to meet in their pods to build relationships and reflect together on their work.

The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. In October 2021, Esethu Cenga (South Africa & UCT, 2016) was chosen as the first-ever winner of the Āänit Prize, receiving $80 000 for her textile recycling start-up Rewoven.

In May 2022 we announced the winners of the Shaun Johnson Memorial Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa. The Āänit Prize is open to alumni of the Mandela Rhodes Scholarship and the Rhodes Scholarship and supports initiatives that can deliver positive social impact in Africa.
Rise

Rise, an initiative of Schmidt Futures and the Rhodes Trust, accomplished significant milestones towards its mission of finding promising young people and providing opportunity for life as they work to serve others.

In 2022, Rise successfully wrapped up its second application and selection cycle as well as embarking on its largest outreach efforts to date, resulting in over 120,000 registrants from over 170 nationalities.

Following a rigorous application process which included peer and expert reviews of the service projects developed by each applicant, as well as formal assessments of talent and group interviews, Rise selected 100 Global Winners from a pool of 500 Finalists. The 2022 Winners, hailing from 47 countries across six continents, not only demonstrated a high degree of brilliance, calling, and empathy but also showed perseverance in overcoming adversity. Service projects include promoting literacy, predicting the effect of Alzheimer’s drugs using bioinformatics, creating a sustainable gummy vitamin that combats anaemia, and educating communities on mental health stigmas, among many others. With over 22 new countries represented this year, the global program continues to expand its network with a broad range of talented young leaders from diverse backgrounds.

Rise also launched its Residential Summit, hosted this year in Cape Town, South Africa. The Residential Summit brought together almost all of the 2021 Rise Global Winners for the first time and engaged them in programming around the significance of local history in relation to global issues of inequality, offering talks with leading experts in the Schmidt Futures and Rhodes Trust network, together with pipeline opportunities for career and service development including the Rhodes Scholarships and Schmidt Science Fellows. In addition to laying the foundations for long-lasting friendships and innovative idea creation, the Residential Summit demonstrated overwhelming evidence in support of Rise’s selection strategy towards identifying some of the most promising young leaders of the next generation.

Other benefits of the program included scholarship support at world-class educational institutions around the world. Rise also held over 20 college counselling sessions year-round. This not only supported participants’ applications, but also their admissions to highly selective institutions such as Princeton, Yale, Stanford, Oxford, and California Institute of Technology. Finalists and Winners continued to develop their leadership and service skills through almost 20 workshops, courses, and programs.

Rise is grateful to its partners and global network of over 40 institutions and over 500 selectors around the world who play an essential role in outreach, application, and programming efforts throughout the year. We are especially grateful for the ongoing support, led by Elizabeth Kiss and Peter Anderson, from the Rhodes Trust, and we look forward to accomplishing even more in the coming year.

With over 22 new countries represented this year, the global program continues to expand its network.
The Rhodes Society

The Rhodes Society

It was our honour this past year to accept the Warden’s invitation to become Co-Chairs of the Rhodes Society. An important part of our work has focused on developing new ways for our membership to come together and inspire the future. We are especially excited about our plans for the 120th reunion in Oxford this year, 29 June-1 July 2023. Please join us so that we may personally thank you for your commitment and share in the excitement of our growing membership.

As partners with us, you are not only honouring your own Rhodes experience. You are investing in our Rhodes community and in the exceptional young people of tomorrow.

Sandra Ann Colbourne
(Newfoundland & Corpus Christi 1980)

Kameel Premhid
(KwaZulu-Natal & Lady Margaret Hall 2013)

V. Mary Abraham
(Maritimes & St Antony’s 1987)

Nicholas W. Allard
(New York & Merton 1974)

Hugh Ashton
(Rhodesia & New College 1973)

Shazia Azim
(Pakistan & University 1993)

Roger Barrett
(Rhodesia & Worcester 1959)

Alan Bedford-Shaw
(Zimbabwe & Exeter 1993)

Brian Belchers
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & Hertford 1970)

John Bell
(Alberta & Magdalen 1975)

Daniel Bloomfield
(New Jersey & St John’s 1982)

Elleke Boehmer
(South Africa-at-Large & St John’s 1985)

Malcolm E.O. Brown
(Diocesan College, Rondebosch & Worcester 1987)

Robert Calderisi
(Québec & St Peter’s 1968)

Kenneth Carty
(New Brunswick & Jesus 1966)

Randall Caudill
(Iowa & Worcester 1969)

Sandra Ann Colbourne
(Newfoundland & Corpus Christi 1985)

Charles Conn
(Massachusetts & Balliol 1983)

George T.H. Cooper
(Nova Scotia & University 1965)

John Corbett
(Queensland & St Catherine’s 1965)

Guy Coughlan
(Western Australia & Trinity 1982)

Ken Crouse
(Wyoming & Lincoln 1986)
The Rhodes Scholarships completely transformed my personal development and prospects in life. I feel a deep need to acknowledge this and give back to the Rhodes Trust so that future generations can benefit as I did.

Jacko Maree
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & Pembroke 1978)
Leadership Donors

In recognition of lifetime giving and pledges in support of the Rhodes Scholarships. These donors have invested in the Rhodes Scholarships for the next century. We salute their extraordinary generosity.

Second Century Founders

In recognition of transformational giving at the £50 million or more threshold:

- and Marcy McColl MacBain
- The Atlantic Philanthropies

- and Marcy McColl MacBain
- The Atlantic Philanthropies

21st Century Fellow

In recognition of transformational giving at the £10 million or more threshold:

- The Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation
- Eric Schmidt and Wendy Schmidt

Global Rhodes Fellow

In recognition of transformational giving at the £5 million or more threshold:

- Muhammad Abdulrahman N Alagil
- Andrew Banks (Florida & St Edmund Hall 1976)
- and Pamela Banks
- Donald J. Gogel (New Jersey & Balliol 1971)
- and Georgia G. Wall
- Khazanah Nasional Berhad
- Nicholas Oppenheimer
- Julian Robertson
- Wafic Said and the Said Foundation

Founder’s Circle

In recognition of transformational giving at the £2.5 million or more threshold:

- APS Asset Management
- Thomas A. Barron (Colorado & Balliol 1974) and Currie Barron
- Dominic Barton (British Columbia & Brasenose 1984)
- David Cohen (South Africa-at-Large & Balliol 1983) and Ezra Charitable Trust
- The Helen Diller Family Foundation
- Bruns H. Grayson (California & University 1974) and Perrin Grayson
- Michael G. McCaffery (Pennsylvania & Merton 1975)
- Patrick Richette (Quebec & Pembroke 1987)
- Stephen A. Schwarzman
- Peter Spiro Stamos (California & Worcester 1981) and family
- John Wylie (Queensland & Balliol 1983) and Myriam Wylie
- Yang Huiyan
- Zhang Fengyi

International Council of Benefactors

In recognition of a commitment of £750,000 or more.

- Abdulkarim Abdulrahman N Alagil
- Abdullah Abdulrahman N Alagil
- Abdulsalam Abdulrahman N Alagil
- Nasser Abdulrahman N Alagil
- The Azrieli Foundation
- Gerald J. Cardinale (Pennsylvania & Christ Church 1989)
- Cheng Shao Ling
- Fred Cohen (Florida & Wolfson 1978) and Carolyn Klebanoff
- Charles Conn (Massachusetts & Balliol 1983)
- Rod Eddington (Western Australia & Lincoln 1974)
- Michael Fitzpatrick (Western Australia & St John’s 1975)
- Eileen E. Gillese (Alberta & Wadham 1977)
- Robert S. Harrison (New Jersey & St John’s 1976)
- Jiang Zhicheng
- Li Ka Shing Foundation
- Miles Morland
- John Moussouris (Connecticut & Merton 1971) and Jessica Valdespino
In recognition of a commitment of £250,000 or more.

Sylvian Adams
William G. Bardel
Douglas Beck
Clare Israel Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Eric de Rothschild

In recognition of a commitment of £150,000 or more.

Bronte Adams
Western Australia & Balliol 1988

Antony Ball
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamastown & Pembroke 1983)

Charles F. Barber
(Brisbane & Balliol 1939)
and Lois L. Barber

James G. Basker
(Denver & Christ Church 1976)

Mark Chiba
(Victoria & St John’s 1990)

Ronald Cohen
and Sharon Harel-Cohen

Sandra Ann Colbourne
(Newfoundland & Corpus Christi 1983)

John Collins
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi 1979)
and Judith Collins

Forbes Elworthy
(New Zealand & Lady Margaret Hall 1986)

John R. Evans
(Ontario & University 1953)

Timothy Evans
(Ontario & University 1984)

Tall Farhadian-Weinstein
(New Jersey & Magdalen 1987)
and Boaz Weinstein

Spencer Fleischer
(South Africa-at-Large & Lincoln 1976)

Ronald Forbes
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamastown & Herford 1968)

Claude Généreux
(Quebec & St John’s 1985)
and the Généreux Family

Fadi Ghandour

Griffith R. Harsh, IV
(Alabama & New College 1975)
and Margaret C. Whitman

Rosalind Hedley-Miller

Ben W. Heineman
(Brisbane & Balliol 1965)
and Christine Russell-Heineman

Richard Lee
(New South Wales & Worcester 1971)

Loo Geok Eng Foundation

Robert Maloney
(California & Magdalen 1979)
and Nicole Maloney

Jacko Maree
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamastown & Pembroke 1978)

Bronek Masojada
(South Africa-at-Large & Trinity 1985)
and Jane Masojada

Andrew Michelmore
(Victoria & New College 1976)

Barry Nalebuff
(Massachusetts & Halleff 1980)
and Helen Kauder

Bob Peck
(Texas & Magdalen 1988)
and Ellen Peck

The Polonsky Foundation

Lisbet Rausing and Peter Baldwin

Michael Rennie
(Western Australia & Worcester 1983)

Richard Sauber
(Rhode Island & Pembroke 1968)

Robert Wettstein

Anthony Ardington
(Eastern Province & Corpus Christi 1963)

Association of American Rhodes Scholars

John A. Austink
(Wyoming & Merton 1976)

Richard J. Balfour
(Québec & St Edmund Hall 1971)

The Gerald Schwartz and Heather Reisman Foundation

Benjamin B. Sherwood
(California & Magdalen 1986)

John Simon
(Massachusetts & New College 1984)
and Susan Simon

Templeton World Charity Foundation, Inc.

Bernard M. Wolfe
(Kentucky & Exeter 1956)

Wong Meng
(Hong Kong & Wadham 1994)

Kevin Xu

Yad Hanady
(The Rothschild Foundation in Israel)

Scholar Sponsor

In recognition of a commitment of £30,000 or more.

Nicholas W. Allard
(New York & Merton 1974)

William Altman
(Texas & Pembroke 1980)
and Danguole Altman

Anthony Ardington
(Eastern Province & Corpus Christi 1963)

Association of American Rhodes Scholars

John A. Austink
(Wyoming & Merton 1976)

Richard J. Balfour
(Québec & St Edmund Hall 1971)

The Gerald Schwartz and Heather Reisman Foundation

Benjamin B. Sherwood
(California & Magdalen 1986)

John Simon
(Massachusetts & New College 1984)
and Susan Simon

Templeton World Charity Foundation, Inc.

Bernard M. Wolfe
(Kentucky & Exeter 1956)

Wong Meng
(Hong Kong & Wadham 1994)

Kevin Xu

Yad Hanady
(The Rothschild Foundation in Israel)

Scholar Sponsor

In recognition of a commitment of £30,000 or more.

Nicholas W. Allard
(New York & Merton 1974)

William Altman
(Texas & Pembroke 1980)
and Danguole Altman

Anthony Ardington
(Eastern Province & Corpus Christi 1963)

Association of American Rhodes Scholars

John A. Austink
(Wyoming & Merton 1976)

Richard J. Balfour
(Québec & St Edmund Hall 1971)

The Gerald Schwartz and Heather Reisman Foundation

Benjamin B. Sherwood
(California & Magdalen 1986)

John Simon
(Massachusetts & New College 1984)
and Susan Simon

Templeton World Charity Foundation, Inc.

Bernard M. Wolfe
(Kentucky & Exeter 1956)

Wong Meng
(Hong Kong & Wadham 1994)

Kevin Xu

Yad Hanady
(The Rothschild Foundation in Israel)
Gordon Fell
Ontario & Oriel 1962

James Farley
Western Australia & Brasenose 1959

Preston Dunnmon and Kara Haas

Jeremy Ellis
Western Australia & Brasenose 1959

John R. Ettinger
New York & Merton 1973

Valorie Eyer in memory of Walter Eyer
Montana & Hertford 1955

Steven A. Crown
New Zealand & University 1984

David Goddard and Maxine Granovsky Gluskin

Ira Gluskin and Jessica Herzstein

Elliot F. Gerson
Connecticut & Magdalen 1974

David Klemm
Germany & Hertford 1995

L. Yves Fortier
Quebec & Magdalen 1958

Eliot F. Gerson
Connecticut & Magdalen 1974

and Jessica Herzstein

Ira Gluskin and Maxine Granovsky Gluskin

David Goddard
New Zealand & University 1984

Laurence S. Grafstein
Ontario & Balliol 1962

Malcolm Greenway
Rhodesia & Wadham 1972

Stephen Gumley
Tasmania & St Catherine’s 1979

Alan Harmer
Victoria & Magdalen 1938

Julian Harris
Georgia & Balliol 2000

Clive Hildebrand
South Dakota & Exeter 1965 and Cathy Holiday

Steven Holtzman
Michigan & Corpus Christi 1976

John Hood
New Zealand & Worcester 1976

Jacques Hurtubise
Quebec & Trinity 1978

Preston Hutchings
Bermuda & Christ Church 1978

David L. Johnson
Indiana & New College 1974

John Kennedy
New South Wales & Balliol 1959

David Klemm
Germany & Hertford 1995

Jonathan Lampe
Manitoba & New College 1977

and the Lampe Family

Timothy Lancaster
Bermuda & Corpus Christi 1936

and Guy Lancaster
Bermuda & Corpus Christi 1981

Liang Xinjun
Zimbabwe & St Peter’s 1982

Graham Light
Rhodesia & Wadham 1972

Robert A. Long
North Carolina & Pembroke 1960

John Madden
British Columbia & Magdalen 1961

and Sidney Shakespeare

Douglas McCauley
North Dakota & University 1980

and Anna McCauley

Robert G. McKelvey
Connecticut & Merton 1959

John McKenna
Queensland & Magdalen 1964

Kathleen L. McLaughlin
Arizona & Balliol 1987

C. Thomas McMillen
Maryland & University 1974

Robert Mitchell
North Dakota & Merton 1974

Yves-Marie Morissette
Quebec & Exeter 1973

Robert S. Munford III
Mississippi & Balliol 1964

George Munroe
Rhodesia & Christ Church 1944

Mary G. Murphy
New York & St Catherine’s 1981

Rohan Murty

Lissa Muscatine
California & Wadham 1977

and Bradley Graham

Roy Niven
Rhodesia & Balliol 1973

and Anne Niven

Robert A. Norton
North Carolina & Pembroke 1960

Andrew Nussbaum
Rhodesia & Merton 1985

Stephen Oxman
New Jersey & New College 1967

Christopher Peisch
Vermont & Worcester 1975

and Astrid Peisch

Power Corporation of Canada

Laurence Rabinowitz
South Africa-at-Large & Merton 1963

Jürgen Reitmaier
Germany & Magdalen 1972

Jeffrey Rudman
Massachusetts & New College 1970

and Susan Fried

Claus-Jorg Rütsch
Germany & University 1974

Abigail Seldin
Pennsylvania & St John’s 1990

and Whitney Haring-Smith
Pennsylvania & St John’s 2007

Thomas Snow
Bermuda & St Edmund Hall 1969

Christoph Avenarius
Germany & St John’s 1993

Joseph L. Badaracco
Missouri & Pembroke 1971

Ronald Bancroft
Maine & Oriel 1965

Rhodes Patron

In recognition of a commitment of £10,000 or more.
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LEADERSHIP DONORS

Ralph Smith
(Alabama & Corpus Christi 1973)

Han Spoel
(Transvaal & Trinity 1951)

Stephen Stannas
(Massachusetts & Balliol 1953)

Karen L. Stevenson
(Maryland & DC & Magdalen 1979)

A. Douglas Stone
(Massachusetts & Balliol 1978)

Michael Tselentis
(Rhodesia & Magdalen 1973)

Edmund Tucker
(Canada-at-Large & New College 1946)

Paul Viita
(Massachusetts & Balliol 1970)

William Waldegrave

John Watson
(New South Wales & Magdalen 1977)

Norman Webster
(Québec & St John’s 1962)

Jillian M. Welch
(Prairies & Brasenose 1980)

Olivia L. White
(Utah & Merton 1997)

Henry Malcolm Whyte
(Québec & Balliol 1947)

James Wiley
(New South Wales & University 1958)

Mark R. Williams
(Kansas & New College 1973)

Danny Williams
(Newfoundland & Keble 1969)

Gordon G. Wong
(British Columbia & Magdalen 1976)

Joseph Wood
(Indiana & Balliol 1963)

Woodford Investment
Management Ltd

Jack Zoeller
(New York & University 1972)
Honour Roll of Donors

Donations received in financial year
1 July 2021 – 30 June 2022.

We would also like to acknowledge the generosity of all our donors who choose to donate anonymously. Thank you for your support.

1951
- Thomas A. Bartlett (Oregon & University)
- Kenneth Lund (New Brunswick & St Edmund Hall)
- John Poynter (Victoria & Magdalen)
- James H. Taylor (Ontario & Balliol)

1952
- H. Ian Macdonald (Ontario & Balliol)

1953
- Bruce Cole (Tasmania & Corpus Christi)
- Julian Oglvie Thompson (Stellenbosch & Worcester)
- W. Brown Patterson (North Carolina & Magdalen)
- Stephen Stamas (Massachusetts & Balliol)

1954
- Thomas S. Clayton (Minnesota & Wadham)

1955
- John H. Morrison (New Mexico & University)
- Graeme L. Salmon (Tasmania & Marton)

1956
- John Clatworthy (Rhodesia & Queen’s)
- Robert Picken (Colorado & St John’s)
- A.G. Ross Sheil (Queensland & Balliol)

1957
- Thomas Gelehrter (Ohio & Wadham)
- Sholto Hebenton (British Columbia & Keble)
- John Howes (Victoria & Christ Church)
- Peter S. Paine Jr. (New York & Christ Church)
- Robert I. Rotberg (New Jersey & University)
- John Wolfford (New York & Balliol)

1958
- Michael A. Boyd (Florida & Queen’s)
- Clifton Cleaveland (South Carolina & St John’s)
- Sandy Fetter (Massachusetts & Balliol)
- Yves Fortier (Quebec & Magdalen)
- A.E. Dick Howard (Virginia & Christ Church)
- Gordon Kepner (North Dakota & Keble)
- Gary R. Noble (Michigan & Balliol)
- Bernard M. Wolfe (Saskatchewan & Exeter)

1959
- Paul M. Dodyk (Michigan & Magdalen)
- Michael Gillette (Maine & Brasenose)
- Thomas Hill (Minnesota & University)
- and Robin Hill
- C. Powell Hutton (Colorado & Balliol)
- Ronald Manzer (New Brunswick & University)
- Donald Mathieson (New Zealand & University)
1960

Robert Aspden (New Zealand & University)
Robert G. Edge (Georgia & Oriel)
Timothy Escott Reid (Ontario & Christ Church)
Paul B. Van Buren (South Dakota & University)

1961

Frank Berman (Cape Province & Wadham)
Vijay K. Datta (India & New College)
David Eisenberg (Illinois & Queen's)
James S. Moose (Arkansas & St John's)
John Madden (British Columbia & Magdalen) and Lucy Eisenberg

1962

Winston J. Churchill (Pennsylvania & New College)

1963

David Cuthbertson (New Brunswick & Brasenose)
James R. Doty (Texas & Merton)
James Farley (Ontario & Oriel)
James Fox (Wisconsin & University)
Andrew Ledingham (Rhodesia & University)
Francis Morton (Manitoba & St. John's)
Wilf Prest (Victoria & New College)
David H. Roe (Colorado & Pembroke)
and Betsy L. Roe Anderson (Wisconsin & Brasenose 1980)
Judson Sheridan (Minnesota & Trinity)
Jeffrey F. Sicha (Ohio & Corpus Christi)
Brijraj Singh (India & Lincoln)
Norton F. Tennille (North Carolina & Balliol)
Terry Veerman (Saskatchewan & Exeter)

1964

Karna Dev Bardhan (Chandu) (India & Jesus)
Karna Dev Bardhan (Chandu) (India & Jesus)
Richard M. Cooper (Pennsylvania & University)
Bo Cutter (Virginia & Balliol)
D. Michael Grace (Ontario & St John's)
Colin Hoffman (Rhodesia & University)
Morton G. Kahan (Connecticut & Balliol)
Robert Kudrle (Oregon & Merton)
and Venetia Kudrle
David Lutzer (Nebraska & Balliol)
Colin J. McMillan (New Brunswick & Oriel)
Robert S. Munford III (Mississippi & Balliol)
Thomas Rowe Jr. (Michigan & Balliol)

1965

Ronald Bancroft (Maine & Oriel)
Tom Bedford (Natal & St Edmund Hall)
George T.H. Cooper (Novo Scotia & Magdalen)
Richard J. Danzig (Oregon & Magdalen)
Alan Gayer (Massachusetts & Balliol)
John J. Gearen (Indiana & Merton)
Nicholas Hope (Tasmania & Balliol)
John Timothy Londegan (Delaware & Merton)
Douglas McCalla (Alberta & Oriel)
and Anna McCalla
Timothy Newton (Dioecesan College, Rondibosch & Oriel)
Andrew Spuy (British Columbia & St John's)
Keith Stevenson (South African College School, Newlands & Trinity)
Paul Tipping (New Zealand & St John's)
Daryl Williams (Western Australia & Wadham)

1966

John Alexander (Tennessee & Magdalen)
Thomas H. Allen (Maine & Wadham)
John Beckett (New Zealand & Magdalen)
David R. Bock (Idaho & Jesus)
Kenneth Brecher (Illinois & New College)
Tad Campion (New Hampshire & Queen's)
William Clendaniel (Vermont & Merton)
Michael Duff (Massachusetts & Worcester)
Barry Forman (Massachusetts & Worcester)
David C. Hardesty (West Virginia & Queen's)
Ronald Katz (Missouri & Balliol)
Mark Killingsworth (Michigan & Balliol)
J. Michael Kirchberg (Florida & Brasenose)
K.C. (Kim) Mackenzie (Alberta & St Peter's)
Karl Marlanes (Oregon & University)
Stephen Oesman (New Jersey & New College)
Richard J. Pedersen (Nebraska & Oriel)

1967

Charles Abbot (Alabama & New College)
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Kent Price (Montana & Pembroke)
Robert Randolph (Virginia & Magdalen)
Richard L. Schaper (New York & University)
and Anita Ostrom
Samuel Stocking (Washington & St John’s)
Daniel Twomey (Colorado & Trinity)

1969
Derek Allen (Ontario & Magdalen)
Tyler A. Baker (Texas & St John’s)
Adrian De Hoog (Saskatchewan & Wrooster)
Mark Janis (Michigan & Queen’s)
Marc Lackritz (New Jersey & Wadharm)
Richard Menaker (Virginia & New College)
Patrick Norton (Pennsylvania & New College)
Steven B. Pfeiffer (New Jersey & Christ Church)
Randel Phillips (North Carolina & Wadham)
Michael A. Ponsor (Minnesota & Pembroke)
Bob Rae (Ontario & Balliol)
Ian Glenday (South African College School, Newlands & Magdalen)
Derek Green (Newfoundland & Wadham)
Eric Cotter Hanson (Michigan & Balliol)
Peter Hemperstall (Queensland & Magdalen)
David Jones (Alberta & Balliol)
Kent Keith (Hawaii & Oriol)
Eric Redman (Washington & Magdalen)
Jeffrey Rudman (Massachusetts & New College) and Susan Fried
Charles Shanor (Florida & Christ Church)
Alan Tonkyn ( Natal & New College)
Rick Traylor (Rhode Island & mortar)
Paul Viita (Massachusetts & Balliol)
Lippold von Kiencke (Germany & St John’s)
Stephen L. Wilson (South Dakota & Exeter)
Shom Bhattacharyya (India & Exeter)
Willie C. Bogan (Michigan & Brasenose)
Patrick Call (Oregon & St John’s)
Jerome Davis (Kansas & New College)
Stephen Ferruolo (Rhode Island & St John’s)
John Gaventa (Tennessee & Balliol)
David J. Kuter (Wisconsin & Magdalen)
Richard Lee (New South Wales & Wrooster)
Andrew Murray (Rhodesia & University)
Frederick Mark Orkin (Transvaal & Balliol)
Kurt Schmoke (Maryland & Balliol)
David Walton (St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & New College)
Herman Wilton-Siegel (Ontario & Merton)

1968
Douglas Eakeley (New Jersey & University)
Richard French (British Columbia & Magdalen)
Boisfeuillet Jones (Georgia & Exeter)
Robert Kimberly (Connecticut & New College)
David Millener (New Zealand & St Catherine’s)
Thomas Reinecke (Wisconsin & St John’s)
Frederic Ris (Colorado & Wadham) and Ayliffe Ris
Andrew B. Sancton (Quebec & Queen’s)
Micheal Shea (Iowa & Balliol)
Strobe Talbott (Oho & Magdalen)

1970
Brian Betchers (St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & Hertford)
Charles Engles (Arkansas & University)
James M. Fallows (California & Queen’s)

1971
Richard J. Balfour (Quebec & St Edmund Hall)
Shorn Bhattacharyya (India & Exeter)
Willie C. Bogan (Michigan & Brasenose)
Patrick Call (Oregon & St John’s)
Robert Banks (Iowa & Jesus)
Mervyn Frost (Transvaal & University)
Graham Glenday (Cape Province & Corpus Christi)
Robert Haar (California & Balliol)
Greg Hicks (Texas & Exeter)
Gary T. Johnson (Illinois & Worcester)
Peter Lewy (South African College School, Newlands & Balliol)
Hugh Porteous (South African College School & Balliol)
Jürgen Reitmaier (Germany & Magdalen)
Gerald L. Sauer (Missouri & Balliol)
Harold W. Stanley (Alabama & Wadham)
Jack Zoeller (New York & University)

1973
Marshall Bautz (Illinois & Balliol)
Kirn Beazley (Western Australia & Balliol)
Simon Best (South Australia & New College)
John Bowers (Virginia & Merton)
Raymond Burse (Kentucky & St John’s)

1974
Michael Abrahams (Jamaica & Exeter)
Geoffrey E. L. Dougherty (Quebec & Worcester)
Spencer Eth (California & Wadham)
John R. Ettinger (New York & Merton)
Chris T. Hendrickson (Washington & Balliol)
F.W. Johnson (South African College School & Exeter)
John Kahn (South Africa-at-Large & Balliol)
Wilhelm Kleppmann (Germany & Merton)
Max Loubser (South Africa-at-Large & Magdalen)
Timothy T. Lupfer (New Jersey & Christ Church)
Geoffrey Pasvol (South African College School, Newlands & St Catherine’s)
Richard Sauber (Rhode Island & Lincoln) and Pamela Sauber
Ralph Smith (Alabama & Corpus Christi)
Laurance Splitter (Victoria & Magdalen)
Michael Waters (Alabama & Merton)
Nicholas W. Allard
(New York & Merton)

Thomas A. Barron
(Colorado & Balliol)
and Currie Barron

Theodore Burk
(Kansas & New College)

Richard Cogswell
(Tasmania & St Peter’s)

Graham Craig
(South Africa-at-Large & Brasenose)

Peter Cruse
(South Africa-at-Large & Balliol)

Richard Cogswell
(Tasmania & St Peter’s)

Graham Craig
(South Africa-at-Large & Brasenose)

Peter Cruse
(South Africa-at-Large & Balliol)

Robert Mitchell
(North Dakota & Merton)

John O’Shea
(Nebraska & Corpus Christi)

Roy D. Pea
(Michigan & Corpus Christi)

Paul Singer
(Québec & New College)

Boris Tyzuk
(Manitoba & Hertford)

Harry Weinberg
(Tennessee & Worcester)

Christopher Maxwell
(Victoria & New College)

Michael G. McCaffery
(Pennsylvania & Merton)

Christopher Peisch
(Vermont & Worcester)
and Astrid Peisch

Thomas W. (Bill) Pierce
(South Africa-at-Large & Pembroke)

Michael Poliakoff
(New Jersey & Corpus Christi)

Clay Rolader
(Georgia & Oriel)

Michael L’Estrange
(New South Wales & Worcester)

Timothy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi)
and Guy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi: 1981)

C. Seth Landefeld
(Ohio & New College)

Steven Nelson
(Arizona & Magdalen)

John Rex-Waller
(Rhodesia & Hertford)

Gordon Robinson
(Saskatchewan & Merton)

Sheila Niven
(South Africa-at-Large & Hertford)

Scott Rafferty
(Maryland & Balliol)

Denise Thal
(Michigan & Jesus)
and David Scober

Brian J. Ward
(Québec & Corpus Christi)

John Collins
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi)

Hugh Corder
(Diocesan College, Rondebosch & Keble)

Janet Eyre
(New Zealand & Corpus Christi)

Stephen Gumley
(Tasmania & St Catherine’s)

Jennifer Havekamp
(Ohio & Somerville)

David Lodge
(Georgia & Christ Church)
and Andrea Lodge

Robert Maloney
(Cornwall & Magdalen)
and Nicole Maloney

Robin Russin
(Wyoming & Corpus Christi)

Karen L. Stevenson
(Maryland & DC & Magdalen)

Robert Liberty
(Oregon & Magdalen)

John A. Aziz
(Wyoming & Merton)

Andrew Banks
(Florida & St Edmund Hall)
and Pomella Banks

James G. Basker
(Oregon & Christ Church)

Troyen Brennan
(Missouri & Hertford)

Hans-Paul Burkner
(Germany & St Catherine’s)

William J. Cronon
(Wisconsin & Jesus)

Spencer Flischler
(South Africa-at-Large & Lincoln)

Robert S. Harrison
(New Jersey & St John’s)

Steven Holtzman
(Michigan & Corpus Christi)

Michael Agrast
(Ohio & New College)

Nadine Baudot-Trajtenberg
(Québec & Brasenose)

Mark A. Bradley
(Virginia & Christ Church)

Fred Cohen
(Florida & St John’s)
and Carolyn Klebanoff

Eric O. Fornell
(Ohio & Magdalen)

Barbara Grewe
(Michigan & St Hilda’s)

Jane Harding
(New Zealand & Brasenose)

Jacko Maree
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & Pembroke)

Harry Printz
(Colorado & New College)

Rosalind Bradley Severtson
(Washington & Magdalen)

John Bell
(Alberta & Magdalen)

Kenneth Brown
(Colorado & Christ Church)

Peter Carfagna
(Ohio & University)
and Rita Carfagna

John Coleman
(Québec & St John’s)

Richard Fallon
(Maine & Wadham)

Michael Fitzpatrick
(Western Australia & St John’s)

David Goldblum
(Nova Scotia & Exeter)

Paul M. Hunt
(Michigan & University)

Robert Liberty
(Oregon & Magdalen)

Christopher Maxwell
(Victoria & New College)

Michael G. McCaffery
(Pennsylvania & Merton)

Christopher Peisch
(Vermont & Worcester)
and Astrid Peisch

Thomas W. (Bill) Pierce
(South Africa-at-Large & Pembroke)

Michael Poliakoff
(New Jersey & Corpus Christi)

Blair Hinkson
(Bermuda & Oriel)

Robert Mitchell
(North Dakota & Merton)

Judy Bader
(Florida & Pembroke)
and Pamela Bader

John A. Aziz
(Wyoming & Merton)

Andrew Banks
(Florida & St Edmund Hall)
and Pomella Banks

James G. Basker
(Oregon & Christ Church)

Troyen Brennan
(Missouri & Hertford)

Hans-Paul Burkner
(Germany & St Catherine’s)

William J. Cronon
(Wisconsin & Jesus)

Spencer Flischler
(South Africa-at-Large & Lincoln)

Robert S. Harrison
(New Jersey & St John’s)

Steven Holtzman
(Michigan & Corpus Christi)

Michael L’Estrange
(New South Wales & Worcester)

Timothy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi)
and Guy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi: 1981)

C. Seth Landefeld
(Ohio & New College)

Steven Nelson
(Arizona & Magdalen)

John Rex-Waller
(Rhodesia & Hertford)

Gordon Robinson
(Saskatchewan & Merton)

Sheila Niven
(South Africa-at-Large & Hertford)

Scott Rafferty
(Maryland & Balliol)

Denise Thal
(Michigan & Jesus)
and David Scober

Brian J. Ward
(Québec & Corpus Christi)

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

John Bell
(Alberta & Magdalen)

Kenneth Brown
(Colorado & Christ Church)

Peter Carfagna
(Ohio & University)
and Rita Carfagna

John Coleman
(Québec & St John’s)

Richard Fallon
(Maine & Wadham)

Michael Fitzpatrick
(Western Australia & St John’s)

David Goldblum
(Nova Scotia & Exeter)

Paul M. Hunt
(Michigan & University)

Robert Liberty
(Oregon & Magdalen)

Christopher Maxwell
(Victoria & New College)

Michael G. McCaffery
(Pennsylvania & Merton)

Christopher Peisch
(Vermont & Worcester)
and Astrid Peisch

Thomas W. (Bill) Pierce
(South Africa-at-Large & Pembroke)

Michael Poliakoff
(New Jersey & Corpus Christi)

Clay Rolader
(Georgia & Oriel)

Michael L’Estrange
(New South Wales & Worcester)

Timothy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi)
and Guy Lancaster
(Bermuda & Corpus Christi: 1981)

C. Seth Landefeld
(Ohio & New College)

Steven Nelson
(Arizona & Magdalen)

John Rex-Waller
(Rhodesia & Hertford)

Gordon Robinson
(Saskatchewan & Merton)

Sheila Niven
(South Africa-at-Large & Hertford)

Scott Rafferty
(Maryland & Balliol)

Denise Thal
(Michigan & Jesus)
and David Scober

Brian J. Ward
(Québec & Corpus Christi)

Mark Agrast
(Ohio & New College)

Nadine Baudot-Trajtenberg
(Québec & Brasenose)

Mark A. Bradley
(Virginia & Christ Church)

Fred Cohen
(Florida & St John’s)
and Carolyn Klebanoff

Eric O. Fornell
(Ohio & Magdalen)

Barbara Grewe
(Michigan & St Hilda’s)

Jane Harding
(New Zealand & Brasenose)

Jacko Maree
(St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown & Pembroke)

Harry Printz
(Colorado & New College)

Rosalind Bradley Severtson
(Washington & Magdalen)

John Bell
(Alberta & Magdalen)

Kenneth Brown
(Colorado & Christ Church)

Peter Carfagna
(Ohio & University)
and Rita Carfagna

John Coleman
(Québec & St John’s)

Richard Fallon
(Maine & Wadham)

Michael Fitzpatrick
(Western Australia & St John’s)

David Goldblum
(Nova Scotia & Exeter)

Paul M. Hunt
(Michigan & University)

Robert Liberty
(Oregon & Magdalen)
1980
Steven A. Crown (Washington & Queen's)
Sandra Ann Colbourne (Newfoundland & Corpus Christi)
Susan L. Karamanian (Alabama & Somerville)
Gary Lawrence (Ontario & St Edmund Hall)
David W. Levine (Alaska & New College)
Gary Lawrence (Ontario & St Edmund Hall)
David W. Levine (Alaska & New College)

1981
Melissa Burch (North Carolina & Exeter)
Dan Esty (Massachusetts & Balliol)
Danielle Fontaine (Quebec & St John's)
Edward Johnson (Alabama & University)
Nicholas Kristof (Oregon & Magdalen)
Peter Spiro Stamos (California & Worcester) and family
Anthony Stil (St Andrew's College, Grahamstown & Pembroke)
Jonathan Watt-Pringle ( Natal & Keble)
Wendy Erber (Australia-at-Large & St John's) and Gary Hoffman
Baron Gellman (Pennsylvania & University)
Kathrin Day Lassila (Iowa & Trinity)
Lawrence Vale (Illinois & New College)
Michele S. Warman (New York & Magdalen) and Larry Hirschenfeld
Heather A. Warren (Tennessee & Keble)
Stephen Wilkinson (South Australia & New College)
Samuel D. Zurier (Rhode Island & Balliol) and Lauren Zurier

1982
Robert Baston (South Africa-at-Large & Magdalen)
Thomas C. Berg (Illinois & Lincoln)
John A. Board (Virginia & Wadham)
Michael Chan (British Caribbean & Lincoln) and Yolande Chan (Jamaica & Hertford) in memory of George Brown and Shirley Chan
Brad Chism (Mississippi & Exeter)

1983
Peter Birks (Tasmania & St John's)
Christopher Eisgruber (Oregone & University)
David C. Frederick (Texas & University) and Sophia Lynn
Peter Goddard (British Columbia & St John's)
Tim Gokey (North Dakota & New College)
Peter Kanowski (Australia-at-Large & St John's)

1984
Penelope Brook (New Zealand & Nuffield)
Michael Hasselmo (Minnesota & Corpus Christi)
Storrs Hoen (Tennessee & Keble)
Gareth Penny (Diocesan College, Rondenburg & St Edmund Hall)
Richard Potok (New South Wales & St John's)

1985
Elleke Boehmer (South Africa-at-Large & St John's)
Steven Dunne (Maryland & Christ Church)
Peter Goldson (Jamaica & St John's)
Robyn S. Hadley (North Carolina & Somerville)
Mark Hender (Victoria & Lincoln)
Michael Kilborn (Australia-at-Large & St John's)
Branek Masojada (South Africa-at-Large & Trinity) and Jane Masojada
Andrew Nussbaum (Illinois & Merton)
E W Roelofse (Paul Ross Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Queen's)

1986
Dale Abel (Jamaica & Green)

1987
V. Mary Abraham (Maritimes & St Antony's)
Elizabeth Elbourne (Ontario & St Antony's)
Trevor Norwitz (South African College School, Newlands & Keble)
Robert W. Radtke (Massachusetts & New College)
1988
Todd Breyfogle (Colorado & Corpus Christi)
Richard Chin (Kansas & St John’s) and Christina Hyun
Thomas Eckert (Germany & Christ Church)
Graham Flack (Maritimes & University)
Bryan Hassel (Tennessee & Balliol)
Caroline Minter Hoxby (Ohio & Magdalen) and Blair Hoxby (Ohio & Pembroke 1989)
Russ Muirhead (New Hampshire & Balliol)
Ann Nicholson (Victoria & St John’s)
Errol Norwitz (South Africa-at-Large & University)
Bob Peck (Texas & Magdalen) and Ellen Peck
Wolfgang Rencken (Paul Roos Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Trinity)
Manilyn Richtark (Kansas & Jesus) and Matt Bolch
Jonathan Wilkinson (Prairies & Exeter)

1989
Jennifer P. Michael (Alabama & Christ Church)
Christian Illies (Germany & Magdalen) and Friederike Illies
Nancy Levenson (Arizona & Jesus)
Paul Markovich (North Dakota & University)

1990
David A. Campbell (Texas & St John’s)
Carolyn Ford (Florida & Queen’s)
Andrew Grant (New Zealand & Lady Margaret Hall)
Jennifer Howard-Grenville (Alberta & New College)
Denise Meyer (South Africa-at-Large & New College)
Roger Peter (Saskatchewan & University)
Basilos E. (Bill) Tsingos (New Hampshire & Magdalen)
Aliison Van Rooy (Manitoba & Lincoln)
Alfred Wong (Hong Kong & Brasenose)

1991
Nicholas Cerneaz (New South Wales & St John’s)
Elizabeth A. McLeish (British Columbia & Lady Margaret Hall)
Graham Thomas (Diocesan College, Rondebosch & Brasenose)

1992
Douglas Beck (California & New College)
Jodi Evans (Prairies & Magdalen)
Marnie Hughes-Warrington (Tasmania & Merton)
Elisabeth Köll (Germany & St Antony’s)
Todd Millay (Oregon & Christ Church)
Vanessa Morphet (South Australia-at-Large & Wadham)

1993
Alan Bedford-Shaw (Zimbabwe & Exeter)
Charles Day (Australia-at-Large & Magdalen) and Elise Everest
Rhyd Edwards (Tasmania & Brasenose)
Maris Fravel (Vermont & New College)
Florian Heupel (Germany & Merton)
Kirsten McKenzie (South Africa-at-Large & Magdalen)
Samuel Nickless (South Australia & Magdalen)
Niles Pierce (California & Christ Church)

1994
Laurel Baig (British Columbia & St John’s)
Sonia Batra (California & Magdalen)
Jonathan Bays (Prairies & Balliol)
Bob Bowyer (Zimbabwe & Trinity)
Daniel Fletcher (Texas & New College)
Alexander Harnemink (Florida & Magdalen)
Brett E. House (Ontario & University)
Ali Husain (Iowa & Balliol)
Lisa Klein (South Africa-at-Large & St Antony’s)
Sofia Pierce (Ireland & Trinity)

1995
Tanya Apolin (Western Australia & Magdalen)
Mark Cassidy (Queensland & New College)
Diane Nalini de Kerckhove (Quebec & Balliol)
Carolyn Evans (Victoria & Exeter)

1996
Vishal Gulati (India & Imperial College)
Benjamin Jones (Massachusetts & Magdalen)
David Klemm (Germany & Hertford)
Drew Lamonica Arms (Louisiana & Lincoln)
Kezia Lange (South Africa-at-Large & Christ Church)
Elizabeth Leane (South Australia & Magdalen)
Katherine Michelmore (Bermuda & Magdalen)
Pieter Pretorius (South Africa-at-Large & Green)
Jennifer Santos-Stanley (Tennessee & St Antony’s)
Roopa Unnikrishnan (India & Balliol)

1988
Todd Breyfogle (Colorado & Corpus Christi)
Richard Chin (Kansas & St John’s) and Christina Hyun
Thomas Eckert (Germany & Christ Church)
Graham Flack (Maritimes & University)
Bryan Hassel (Tennessee & Balliol)
Caroline Minter Hoxby (Ohio & Magdalen) and Blair Hoxby (Ohio & Pembroke 1989)
Russ Muirhead (New Hampshire & Balliol)
Ann Nicholson (Victoria & St John’s)
Errol Norwitz (South Africa-at-Large & University)
Bob Peck (Texas & Magdalen) and Ellen Peck
Wolfgang Rencken (Paul Roos Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Trinity)
Manilyn Richtark (Kansas & Jesus) and Matt Bolch
Jonathan Wilkinson (Prairies & Exeter)
2006
Adam Chandler (North Carolina & Queen's)
Alexander Dewar (Oregon & Linacre)
Nathan Herring (Vermont & New College)
Irmine Hunyor (New South Wales & Magdalen)
Joseph S. Jewell (Michigan & Keble)
Clare Lobb (Zimbabwe & St Edmund Hall)
Swati Mlyavarakup (Florida & Wolfson)
and Matt Rogers
Andreas Nunnenkamp (Germany & St John's)
Anna Oldmeadow (Australia-at-Large & University)
Elizabeth Pearson (Iowa & Somerville)
Simon Quinn (Queensland & Keble)
Graham Reynolds (Martinis & Balliol)
Michael Rivers-Bowerman (British Columbia & Corpus Christi)
Eugene Shenderov (New York & Magdalen)
Matt Wenham (Australia-at-Large & St John's)

2007
Keriann Backus (Washington & New College)
Ryan Goss (Queensland & Lincoln)
Kate Brennan (New South Wales & Magdalen)
Amy King (Australia-at-Large & Trinity)
Benjamin J. Lundin (Tennessee & Pembroke)
David Matthews (Quebec & St John's)
Travers McLeod (Western Australia & Balliol)
Heinrich Möller (Paul Ross Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Keble)
Geoffrey Otieno (Kenya & Lincoln)
Michelle M. Sikes (Ohio & Lincoln)
Michael Crawford Urban (Manitoba & Balliol)

2008
Jason R. Bello (Massachusetts & Magdalen)
Jason Crabtree (Washington & Magdalen)
Hila Levy (Colorado & Exeter)
Julia Matheson (New Zealand & Balliol)
Ng Siu Lun Simon (Hong Kong & Wolfson)
Lionel Nichols (Tasmania & Lincoln)
Sam Stranks (South Australia & St John's)
and Amanda Stranks

2009
Jan Botha (Paul Ross Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Lincoln)
Matthew Brown (Massachusetts & Balliol)
Abdulrahman El-Sayed (Michigan & Oxon)
Peter Gill (Alberta & Magdalen)
Parker Goyer (Alabama & Worcester)

2010
Vincent Hofer (Kansas & Linacre)
Nikolas Kirby (Austria-at-Large & Brasenose)
Josh Lospinoso (New Jersey & Magdalen)
John McAnearney (Western Australia & Magdalen)
Abigail Seldin (Pennsylvania & St Anthony's)
and Whitney Haring-Smith (Pennsylvania & St John's 2007)
Vitaly Voronkov (Namibia & Linacre)
Lindsay Whorton (Iowa & Jesus)

2011
Brendan Alexander (Ontario & New College)
Nauman Asghar (Pakistan & Balliol)
Kathleen Hansen (Montana & Christ Church)
Challenger Mishra (India & Exeter)
Vivek Nararbhai (KwaZulu Natal & Keble)
David Springer (St Andrew's College, Grahamstown & St Edmund Hall)
Leticia Villeneuve (Quebec & University)

2012
Alma Brodersen (Australia-at-Large & Balliol)
William Oppenheim (Maine & Pembroke)
Henry Barrie (California & Morton)
Mari Rabie (South Africa-at-Large & St Catherine's)
Michele Smith (Bermuda & Pembroke)
Richard Stebbing (New Zealand & St John's)
Kamal Wood (Commonwealth Caribbean & Mansfield)
2006
Adam Chandler (North Carolina & Queen's)
Alexander Dewar (Oregon & Linacre)
Nathan Herring (Vermont & New College)
Irmine Hunyor (New South Wales & Magdalen)
Joseph S. Jewell (Michigan & Keble)
Clare Lobb (Zimbabwe & St Edmund Hall)
Swati Mlyavarakup (Florida & Wolfson)
and Matt Rogers
Andreas Nunnenkamp (Germany & St John's)
Anna Oldmeadow (Australia-at-Large & University)
Elizabeth Pearson (Iowa & Somerville)
Simon Quinn (Queensland & Keble)
Graham Reynolds (Martinis & Balliol)
Michael Rivers-Bowerman (British Columbia & Corpus Christi)
Eugene Shenderov (New York & Magdalen)
Matt Wenham (Australia-at-Large & St John's)

2007
Keriann Backus (Washington & New College)
Ryan Goss (Queensland & Lincoln)
Kate Brennan (New South Wales & Magdalen)
Amy King (Australia-at-Large & Trinity)
Benjamin J. Lundin (Tennessee & Pembroke)
David Matthews (Quebec & St John's)
Travers McLeod (Western Australia & Balliol)
Heinrich Möller (Paul Ross Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Keble)
Geoffrey Otieno (Kenya & Lincoln)
Michelle M. Sikes (Ohio & Lincoln)
Michael Crawford Urban (Manitoba & Balliol)

2008
Jason R. Bello (Massachusetts & Magdalen)
Jason Crabtree (Washington & Magdalen)
Hila Levy (Colorado & Exeter)
Julia Matheson (New Zealand & Balliol)
Ng Siu Lun Simon (Hong Kong & Wolfson)
Lionel Nichols (Tasmania & Lincoln)
Sam Stranks (South Australia & St John's)
and Amanda Stranks

2009
Jan Botha (Paul Ross Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Lincoln)
Matthew Brown (Massachusetts & Balliol)
Abdulrahman El-Sayed (Michigan & Oxon)
Peter Gill (Alberta & Magdalen)
Parker Goyer (Alabama & Worcester)

2010
Vincent Hofer (Kansas & Linacre)
Nikolas Kirby (Austria-at-Large & Brasenose)
Josh Lospinoso (New Jersey & Magdalen)
John McAnearney (Western Australia & Magdalen)
Abigail Seldin (Pennsylvania & St Anthony's)
and Whitney Haring-Smith (Pennsylvania & St John's 2007)
Vitaly Voronkov (Namibia & Linacre)
Lindsay Whorton (Iowa & Jesus)

2011
Brendan Alexander (Ontario & New College)
Nauman Asghar (Pakistan & Balliol)
Kathleen Hansen (Montana & Christ Church)
Challenger Mishra (India & Exeter)
Vivek Nararbhai (KwaZulu Natal & Keble)
David Springer (St Andrew's College, Grahamstown & St Edmund Hall)
Leticia Villeneuve (Quebec & University)

2012
Alma Brodersen (Australia-at-Large & Balliol)
William Oppenheim (Maine & Pembroke)
Henry Barrie (California & Morton)
Mari Rabie (South Africa-at-Large & St Catherine's)
Michele Smith (Bermuda & Pembroke)
Richard Stebbing (New Zealand & St John's)
Kamal Wood (Commonwealth Caribbean & Mansfield)
2013
Jennifer Bright
(New York & Balliol)
Connor Emdin
(Ontario & St John’s)
Allan Hsiao
(Tasmania & St Peter’s)
Vinith Rajapul
(South African College School, Newlands & Merton)
Paul Manning
(Martimes & Magdalen)
Dalumuzi Mhlanga
(Zimbabwe & St Antony’s)
Naseemah Mohamed
(Zimbabwe & St Edmund Hall)
Rachel Myrick
(North Carolina & St John’s)
Katharine Noonan
(Australia at Large & St John’s)
Geoffrey Pascoe
(Victoria & Worcester)
Laura Pittnan
(Newfoundland & St Antony’s)
Kameel Premhid
(KwaZulu-Natal & Lady Margaret Hall)
Edward Stace
(New Zealand & Balliol)
Helen Taylor
(Paul Roos Gymnasium, Stellenbosch & Balliol)

2014
Nina Yancy
(Texas & New College)
David Moore
(Michigan & St Hilda’s)
Friederike Reuter
(Germany & Lincoln)
Aven Satre-Meloy
(Montana & St John’s)

2015
Benjamin Abraham
(New Zealand & St Catherine’s)
Simon-Pierre Chevarie-Cossette
(Québec & University)
Anthony Payne
(Newfoundland & St John’s)
Jonathan Pedde
(Prairies & Merton)
Charlie Tyson
(New Carolina & Balliol)
Alice Wang
(New Zealand & St Catherine’s)
Thomas Woodrofe
(Australia at Large & St Antony’s)

2016
Mary Eaton
(David Moore
(Michigan & St Hilda’s)
Friederike Reuter
(Germany & Lincoln)
Aven Satre-Meloy
(Montana & St John’s)

2017
Lewis Fry
(New Zealand & Merton)
Qin Huang
(China & Merton)
Timur Ohloff
(Germany & Pembroke)
Thomas Williamson
(New South Wales & Oriel)
Anthony Wohris
(Washington & Merton)

2018
Toluwalase Awoyemi
(Nigeria & Christ Church)
Matthew Chin
(Virginia & Christ Church)
Thomas Xavier Gonzalez
(Texas & Balliol)
Jordan Thomas
(New Jersey & St Antony’s)

2019
Kushal Kadakia
(Texas & Lincoln)

Supporters of the Rhodes Scholarships
Dapo Akande
Abdulkarim Abuhamran N Alagil
Abdullah Abuhamran N Alagil
Abdusalam Abuhamran N Alagil
Muhammad Abuhamran N Alagil
Nasser Abuhamran N Alagil
Catharine Alexander
Association of American Rhodes Scholars
Victoria Bawel
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Lee Carpenter-Long
in memory of
Russell H. Carpenter, Jr.
(Rhode Island & New College 1963)
Nicole Carrier-Titti
Pamela Chang
Peter Coccia and Nena Couch
Earl Dowell
Preston Dunmon and Kara Haas
John Epperson
in honour of
George Stephanopoulos for everything he has done for the communities
Valerie Eyer
in memory of
Walter Eyer
(Montana & Hartford 1955)
The Ezrah Charitable Trust
Helen Ghosh
The Jewish Community Foundation of Montreal
Beverley Johnson
Barbara Kiss
in honour of
Elizabeth Kiss
(Virginia & Balliol 1983)
Rodolfo Lara Torres
Jacob Lewandowski
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
The Maloney Family Foundation Inc.
McCall MacBain Foundation
David Mungall
Karen O’Brien
Nicholas Oppenheimer
Catherine O’Regan
University of Oxford
William Pascoe
Benedit Pinches
Red Avenue Foundation
Jacqueline Rivas
Anton Rogalsky
Daniel Rubin
in honour of
the Eric and Wendy Schmidt Fund for Strategic Innovation
Schmidt Family Foundation
Donation on behalf of the Revocable Living Trust of Lemoine Skinner, Jr.
Lawrence Tannenbaum and Judith Tannenbaum
Celia Tezel
Thomas van de Vusse
Bob Wylie and Dawn Wylie
Kevin Xu
Thom Yu
Thank You!

We appreciate your support for the Rhodes Scholarships.

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this Annual Report. If any errors have occurred and you have not been appropriately recognised, please let us know and we will correct the oversight in future publications. Contact: Mark Tindall at mark.tindall@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk or +44 (0)1865 270918.

For more information about how to support the Rhodes Scholarships, please visit www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/donate or contact Celia Tezel at celia.tezel@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk.

The Rhodes Trust also encourages Rhodes Scholars to support their colleges and the wider University of Oxford. Gifts supporting the Rhodes Scholarships are recognised as gifts to Oxford Thinking: The Campaign for the University of Oxford www.campaign.ox.ac.uk.

The Rhodes Trust Donor Charter can be found at www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/donate/recognising-your-gift.

The Rhodes Trust provides the Rhodes Scholarships in partnership with the Second Century Founder, John H. McCall MacBain O.C. and The Atlantic Philanthropies, and many other generous benefactors.